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D HAT which marks one
university and makes
it different from every other in the world is
collegt spirit and ideals.
The thought of the Gem staff of 1919 has been to
produce a book that shall accurately and vividly
portray the college life and spirit of Taylor Uni-
versity. May each succeeding Gem be greater than




Monroe Vayhinger, A.M., D.D.
TERM EXPIRES 1919
II. T. Connelly -.. -- -- -- Upland, Ind.
JJ. D. Bell - - - --Upland. Ind.
Dr, S. A. Shoemaker ..__ Bluffton. Ind.
li. C, Snyder — H-Pitman, N. J.
S. M. Croft .__.- Washington. D. C.
Edwin H. Bookmeyer Philadelphia, Pa.
Geo. Himelick _-__ —
—
-^- Upland, Ind.
Leslie J. Naftzger, D.D. ._ __ , Warsaw, Ind.
J ames Curliss —- - Swayzee, Ind.
TERM EXPIRES 1920
R. A. Morrison -- Bluffton, Ind.
T. M. Hill - __....Bourbon. Ind.
H. L. Liddle - - —
-
Swayzee, Ind.
D. H. Kenney Philadelphia, Pa.
\V. B. Woodrow Collingswood, N. J.
John L. Thompson ____ Gas City, Ind.
Ebenezer Adams _ Philadelphia, Pa.
M. H. Stephens -- ______ __..__ __.._ ___.Upland, Ind.
Dr. O. L. Stout _ Upland, Ind.
TERM EXPIRES 1921
C. C. Ayres Red Key, Ind.
William Gisriel _.__ Baltimore, Md.
John Campbell __ _ Huntington, Ind.
D. L. Speicher _....Urbana, Ind.
John C. White, D.D __ Marion, Ind.
C. C. Cartwright ____ __ _ Portland, Ind.
A. W. Davis _ _ __ ___ _.._ .Wilmington, Del.
A. Dickerson ____ ___ _ ____ _Upland, Ind.
W. A. Gellespie .: ______ _Flint, Mich.
t Deseased
The Faculty
Rev. Monroe Vayhinger, B.D., D.D. .._ ...President
Burt W. Ayres, A.M., Ph.D Philosophy, Dean of the University
Newton Wray, B.D., D.D ....Systematic and Exegetical Theology
^George Shaw, A.B., B.D ...Hebrew and Historical Theology
I. B. Peavy, M.Pd Biology and Physics. Principal of Academy.
Florence E. Cobb, A.B., A.M. Oratory
*George Whitfield Ridout, D.D Biblical and Pastoral Theology.
Olive May Draper, A.B., A.M. ....Chemistry and Mathematics.
Bertha Munro, A.B., A.M. English
Walter C. Glasier, A.B., B.D. History
Jacob Bos, A.B., B.D. Latin and Greek
Sarah Cox, B.L French and Spanish
A. Verne Westlake, Mus. M., Mus. D. ..Director of Music Department.
Cleo Collar Hollowy ..Voice
Sadie L. Miller Piano
Mrs. Mary O. Shilling Art and Expression Assistant.
Hilda A. Mingle Principal of Business Department
* Absent, in Y. M. C. A. in France.
Dr. Monroe Vayhinger, B.D., D.D.
President of the University
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Burt W. Ayres, A.M., Ph.D.
Dean of the University
13
Mrs. Mary O. Shilling
I. B. Peavy, M.Pd.
Olive May Draper, A.M.
14
WaUer John C. Glazier, A. B.,B.D.
Sarah Cox, B.L.
Jacob B. Bos, A. M., B. D.
15
Sadie L. Miller
Miss Annie McGhie Mrs. Ella Faulder






D. JOSEPH IMLER (Joe)
Indianapolis, Indiana
M. T. H. S.; T. U. A. '15; Class President;
Physical Director; "Gem" Ed.-in-Chief ; Phi-
lalethean; Eurekan; Philo Debate; Ed. -in-
Chief Echo— '17; I. P. A.; Student Pastor;
Prayer Band.
"Work is my recreation."
RUTH MASTON (Ruthie)
Trinway, Ohio.
T. H. S.; Dresden Normal; Wooster Univ..
Philalethean; Class Vice-President; Soange-
taha; Poet; Echo Staif; "Gem" Chronicler;
I. P. A.
"For if she will, she will, you may depend
on't;




Montpelier Seminary '15; Thalonian; Eu-
logonian; Echo Staff; "Gem" Business Man-
ager; Married.




T. U. A. '17; Deaconess; T. U. Instructor;
Literary Editor Echo; "Gem" Staff.
"How charming is divine Philosophy!"
IRA J. ROBERTS (Iry J.)
Lagro, Indiana
L. H. S. '15; Philalethean President; Eure-
kan; I. P. A.; Peace Conference Chairman;
S. A. T. C; (Republican); Basket Ball;
Anti-Suffragette; Echo Staff; Gem Staff;
Athletic Editor.
"Woman's at best a contradiction still."
OLIVE E. EMERSON
Owensville, Indiana
0. H. S. '15; Thalonian; Soangetaha; I. P.
A.; Tennis.





N. S. N. '13; Philalethean; Soangetaha;
Prayer Band President; Student Volunteer;
Holiness League; I. P. A.; Echo Staff.





E. H. S. '15; Philalethean; L P. A.; Bald-
win-Wallace; Adelbert College; W. R. U.
Gem Staff.




I. C. U. A. '15; Philalethean; Soangetaha;
Student Volunteer; I. P. A.; Class Secre-
tary; "Gem" Staff Alumni Editor.
"All sei-vice is the same with God
—





T. U. A. '15; Williams Seminary; Thalo-
nian; Eureka; I. P. A.; Holiness League.
"The first sure symptom of a mind in health
Is rest of heart, and pleasure felt at home."
JOY STEPHENSON (O! Joy)
Ogdensburg, New York
0. F. A. '15; Thalonian Sec'y.; Soangeta-
ha; Reader '18; I. P. A.; Echo Staff; Gem
Staff; Peace Conference Secretary.
"Taste the joy
That springs from labor!"
MALCOM B. WILCOX
Bladin, Nebraska
B. H. S. '14; Philalethean; Eureka; Stu-
dent Volunteer; Basket Ball; Interclub De-
bater; Editor-in-Chief Echo, 17-18; Medie.
Univ. Nebraska; I. P. A.
"Not for an age, but for all time."
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ROBERT S. McCUTCHEN (Bobbie Mac)
Kearney, Nebraska
K. H. S. '14; Second Lieutenant, Infantry,
U. S. A.; Philalethan; Eulogonian; Inter-
Club Debate; Philo-debate '18; Peace Con-
ference; I. P. A. President; Historian;
Prophet; Prayer Band; Basket Ball; Echo
Staff; "As you were!"
"When honor calls, where'er she points the
way
The sons of honor follow, and obey."
MRS. MARY FRANCES JONES
Decatur, Indiana
T. U. A. '15; Philalethean; Student Vol-
unteer; Holiness League; Librarian.
"It is good to be zealously affected always
in a good thing."
ASA W. CLIMENHAGA
Stevensville, Ontario
S. H. S.; C. H. U.; Evangelist; Teacher;
Lecturer.
"An honest man, close button'd to the chin,
Broadcloth without, and a warm heart with-
23
Prophecy Of Senior Class
In the spring of 1919, with our impei-fect knowledge of the present activities,
inclinations and desires of the members of the class of '19 we could hardly hope to
claim any marked degree of certainty as to their future. But in the year 1930, as
we look back over the intervening years we could see that those tendencies had led
to certain inevitable conclusions.
Malcom B. Wilcox, strong charactered and inspired doctor, had fulfilled our hopes
with a life spent as a Medical Missionary in China. In that same distant country
he occasionally met the gentle and modest teacher. Miss Martha McCutchen, whose
life work had brought her likewise to the Chinese.
Asa Climenhaga in a calm and quiet manner moved among the scholars of the
day. His summers he spent in lecturing and travels; ofttimes those travels led him
to the old Canadian home.
Mrs. Mary Jones in a few years' time had revolutionized the gi-eat librai-y sys-
tems of the leading colleges. Then, her work complete in the home land, immediately
following the graduation of her husband, Leroy, they sailed for forei,gn fields as
Missionaries.
Russell Fenstermacher won a place in the hearts of his parisoners—for he had
gone out to preach the Gospel—by his earnest, humble, yet dignified manner. A
passing thought would lead us to believe that he labored not alone.
In the year 1919, Miss Elizabeth Dancey went from the halls of Taylor to do
a noble work for her Christ; most of her time being spent in sacrificial labor in
slum districts. Her philosophical unpretentiousness and genuine sincerity of effort
proved not in vain.
Ever a consistent leader, Joseph Imler distinguished himself in the Conferences
of Indiana, after a few years in Boston Seminary. Time after time his churcih led
the district in the great Centenary Movement. Yet it would seem that his success
was not due to single efforts. Miss Ruth Maston, after a brief and brilliant career
of teaching, forsook the schoolroom for the parsonage. There her entertaining ways
and her dignified grace lent a charm to whatever she did.
Robert S. McCutchen returned to his home state to take up a work in the North-
west Nebraska Conference. There he labored in the same fashion as characterized
his actions wherever he might be.
Joy Stephenson found her place in the Sunny Southland. In the warm clime of
Florida she spent some years as a teacher. But the call of the North became ir-
resistible and she returned to be a real Joy in her native State.
Out on the rolling plains of North Dakota, Axel Ekblad proved himself to be
a worthy educator and a strong-handed man at any honest task.
Corey Stephens "gi-aced the parsonage" of an Indiana Confei-ence by her kind-
ness and devotion to Christian service. She always had a goodly disposition toward
the Alumni of her Alma Mater.
Ira J. Roberts went forth from Boston Seminary to preach the Truth. In an
honest fashion he was interested in politics—especially Woman's Suffrage, He had
a gi'eat passion for the cause of the Black Man.
E. E. Crabtree was urged by a strong call to the great open Northwest. He
pioneered among the Conferences of Canadian settlers. There he emphasized the
practicability of the Gospel in an earnest, business-like manner.
The unassuming Olive E. Emerson could be satisfied only with a life spent in
Christian work. She worthily fulfilled the hopes of her classmates by her 'quiet-
ness of demeanor.
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A History of the Class Of 1919
The year 1919 is a fitting climax to four years so large with meaning as those
of 1915-1919. To the entire world those years are weighty with great events; yet
to the College Seniors they are doubly so. By each member, 1915-1919 will be
remembered as a period of struggle and success; of endeavor and achievement; of
the realization of hopes breaking forth into fruition. Always about the class of 1919
of Taylor University will be the solemn silence of a world's background.
It is not our purpose to fet forth the individual records of the fifteen members
of the class. Suffice it to say that "Truth Without Fear" has been the great mo-
tivating force of those who are now completing their collegiate career at Taylor Uni-
versity. They have not blazoned their path in bombastic fashion; their pursuance
of a life purpose has bespoken their ideals and ambitions.
It was not for all who entered as Freshm.an in 1915 to finish as Seniors of
the class of '19. Possibly a few were unqualified and fell out of the struggle. Some
have entered other institutions of learning. Some of the best have gone into other
kinds of service and there they have made good. There are those who were not privileged
to finish because of larger responsibilities; those who since entered the active min-
istry to present to the people the challenge of the age and the call of their God. To many
came that irresistible soul-stirring call "To the Colors." In the U. S. Navy and the
U. S . Ai-my were found those of the class of '19. Such has been the passing of the
class. With a retrospective thought we would be led to say, history has wrought
changes—or more truly, the changes in life have wrought history.
Intei-woven with the affairs of the class are the larger activities of the University.
The spirit of the school is there. Its noble mission has been caught and cherished. For
the fulfilment of a purpose they have striven to make themselves fit. Because of this
they have been found doing a part in all phases of college life. Differing in tem-
perament, ideals, and abilities they have been sharers in the full program of the
school. For some it has been the quiet role of the achieving scholai" for others col-
lege life has meant the commingling of the strict academic course with a pure society.
Each Senior has found a place and nobly filled it. We may speak without boasting:
Each Senior has found a place and nobly filled it. We may speak without boasting,
in the making of the history of Taylor University will be the history of the Class of
'19. For in the life of each member of that class there has been ane dominating force,




When we began to grope
Up the educational slope,
Away back there in childish days of yore,
We would often idly dream.
How delightful it would seem
To "never have to study any more."
But our fond dreams quickly passed;
And in High School we were classed.
Now forsooth 'twas a diploma that we sought.
And our vision was so small
That we tho't we'd know it all
And should never need henceforth to be taught.
Once again the vain dreams fled;
Higher aims came in their stead.
Till was born a secret longing in the soul
To spend some time in college
And delve deeper into knowledge.
A "liberal education" was the goal.
So we entered Taylor's portal
Seeking destinies immortal.
For we surely should be sages by and by.
We would shake the world's foundation
With our ponderous education.
To be "recognized with honor," was our cry.
To the tasks to us assigned
We bowed humbly; nor repined
When we saw the star of honor fade away.
For dawn ushered into being
A new vision, pure, far-seeing.
As we gathered pearls of truth along our way.
Now college days are ending
And life's problems o'er us pending.
We will meet them with an unreluctant soul.
Unknown truth herself allures us;
And her wondrous voice assures us







Dickey Co., North Dakota.
Oakes H. S., '07; Class President; Student
Volunteer; Philalethean; Editor-in-Chief
Echo; Athletic Custodian;—Married.
"He was ever precise and promise keeping."
MRS. VERNIE HUTSINPILLER
Dickey Co., North Dakota
State Normal '11; Professor Domestic





Ohio Wesleyan; Cincinnati Missionary
Training School; President Student Volun-




Can we say more?"
LULA CLINE
Gi'eenfield, Indiana
G. H. S. '11; Indianapolis Conservatory
Music; T. U. Instructor; Philalethean; Pray-
er Band.
"A conscientious student. More of this kind




T. U. Academy, '16; Philalethean ; Eure-
ka-Eulogenian Debate '17; I. P. A.; Preach-
er; Married; Philo Debater.
"A dead-in-earnest, energetic man is he."
LUCY BROOKS
Louisville, Kentucky-
Chicago Deaconess Training School; Phi-
lalethean; Assistant Librarian; Deaconess.
"She conies when she comes."
ELIZABETH BINGHAM
Canton, Ohio
C. H. S.; Asbury College; Philalethean;
I. P. A.; Tutor.
"She loves her teachers to delight
With lessons well-prepared and right."
WILLIAM B. O'NEILL
Vieques, Porto Rico.
Asbury College; Muskingum College; Phi-
lalethean; Eulogonian; Orator; Society Es-
say, '18.





G. R. H. S., '07; Adrian College; Philale-
thean; Theologian; Mail Man.
"Men of few words are the best men."
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Class History- College Juniors
"History," said a learned philosopher, "makes men wise"—college history, we
suppose, not excepted. It has also been said that every prominent event, or series
of events, has its would-be historian—school history again not excepted. Taking these
things for granted, the Gem reader in consequence finds these words in homage
of the College Junior class of 1918-19.
The Freshman class of 1916-17 entered the arena of Taylor life with colors fly-
ing. Notwithstanding the fact that the war was raging with increasing violence and
that the times were very uncertain, the class was probably the largest in the history
of Taylor University, fifty-four loyally claiming allegiance. They hailed from sixteen
states, ranging from Maine to Montana and from the realms of the Wolverine to
balmy "Alabam" and wild and woolly New Mexico. With L. R. Noi-velle as presi-
dent and with an efficient corps of assisting officers, it certainly enjoyed its full
share of Taylor activities, and, even at that early date, bade fair to become a strong
Senior class in 1920.
But the entrance of the United States into the world conflict introduced a tre-
mendous change. Very soon the class began to decrease in numbers. Nearly all of the
men of the class joined the colors. In its next—its Sophomore—yeaa* the class was
but a shadow of its former self, even with the new classmen, for besides those who
entered the service, a number had felt led to other fields of activity.
Thus the story went. To-day there is but one of the Freshmen of 1916-17 (the
author of this article) who is a member of the Junior class. Had reinforcements
not come, the class would now be a sorry spectacle indeed. But fortune smiled to the
extent that there are now nine aspirants standing before the gates of Seniority.
Though we are still few in numbers, yet, considering the quality of 'our personnel, we
have no reason to be ashamed. Space will peiTnit only a few words regarding the
members of the class and we think that what we have to say can best be expressed
by means of the following outline:
So much for our history. What we are now all men can see. What we can do
—
let the Seniors say after our reception in their honor. As to our pui-pose, let no
"Brutus" say we are "ambitious" when we declare that we intend to wear the cap





Once when Henry Ward Beecher was discoursing at his best,
And the hundreds listened spellbound to his word,
His own venerable father was a ist'ner with the rest
And his father-heart was quickened as he heard.
One who sat near Lyman Beecher was a stranger to them both.
But he knew the father's fame of high degree;
He gave heed awhile in silence, then amazed, enraptured quoth:
"He is greater than his father dared to be!"
How that father's heart beat faster, and enlarging, filled with joy!
He could well forego the glory and the fame.
Had he dropped the prophet's mantle? It had fallen on his boy!
And each day brought added luster to the name.
Lyman Beecher faced his neighbor, and his eyes with tears were wet,
But he glowed with pride parental in reply:
"Ay! A greater than his father! but he's standing, don't forget,
On the shoulders of his father. That is why."
Here we stand as College Juniors. We are heirs of all the rest
Who have set the worthy standards we are taught.
Standing on the good,—the better, we would fain attain the best





































































































































Never was a How to Carry
Sophomore Mail







U. H. S. '17; President Class '21; Presi-
dent Thalos; Chemistry Assistant; Peace
Conference; I. P. A.; Chapel Monitor.
"A good student and a good fellow."
EMMA TRESLER
Linton, N. Dakota
L. H. S. '15; State Normal; Thalonian;
Assistant Registrar; Sonagetaha; Student
Volunteer; Vice-President Class '21; Prayer
Band; Thalonian Essayist.
"Her quiet earnestness reveals strength of




T. U. A. '16; Philalethean; Eulogian; Stu-




A. H. S.; I. P. A.; Philalethean; L. M.
T. C.




B. H. S. '17; President Athletic Associa-
tion; President Philos; Eurekan; I. P. A.;
Echo Staff; Peace Conference; S. A. T. C;
Prayer Band; Basket Ball; Philo Baseball
Captain '18.
"Don't mention my love affair."
MYRA FELTON (Almiry)
Fairmount, Indiana
Fairmount Academy, '17; Sec'y Class '21;





Ann Arbor High School, '17; C. H. U.






S. H. S. '14; Scranton Tech.; Philalethean;
Soangetaha.




F. H. S. '17; Pies. Thalonian; Eureka; I.
P. A.; Student Pastor; Inter- Society De-
bater.
"Eloquent his voice, mild his mien."
PAUL DUNLAP (Pythagoras)
Lupton, Michigan




History of the Class of 21
The class of '21 was one of the largest classes that ever graced the halls of Tay-
lor University. We came from North, East, Sout and West, and numbered representa-
tives from thirteen states. We could not but feel our importance as we were initiated
into the mysteries of college life. If we had been philosophers we should have reall
ized with Socrates that "to attain the ideal of knowledge one must confess that he him-
self knows nothing." This we did not realize.
After the pains of registration subsided and after we learned that the post-ofRce
was on the first floor and he Chemisry "Lab" in the basement, the realities of college
life began. We delighted in the luxuries that were afforded us in English VI. Chem-
istry, Mathematics, etc., etc. Not every one passed the examinations in all these
subjects, but recognizing that in classes when all get through, things are liable to
become monotonous, we congratulated ourselves upon having those who were willing
to sacrifice their credits for our happiness.
Besides our noble achievements in study, we set a pace for all succeeding Fresh-
man classes in oratory, athletics and literary work; in fact, our class was well rep-
resented in every college activity that was worth while.
Those of our number who returned last fall, came prepared and eager to occupy
a larger place in the life of Taylor Uunversity. The first year of our stay at Taylor
had worn off our newness, and this year we came to our work. Our class entered the
life of the school with the ambitious spirit of youth. Its members have proved their
worth. Though few in numbers we boast the presidents of both literary societies,
the president of the Athletic association, the assistants in Chemistry and Trigonometi-y,
delegates in he Peace Conference, and representatives in various foi-ms of athletics,
in literary fields—and some even in the social world.
We are proud of tliis record; not selfishly; but because it is fitting us for lead-
ership later. Our class has a vision which encircles the world. Several are looking
foi^ward to the mission field, others to the ministry and vai'ious other spheres of use-
fulness. We are deermined to do our best to raise the standards of whatever calling
we may follow. The Sophomore class seeks knowledge with an unsatiable thirst; not
as a means of self-gratification but as a preparation for future service. Our ideal is
usefulness and we expect to apply the same energy in real life that we have displayed
in our college career. What we have been we shall continue to be.
We trust that in the remaining years the ambitions of the class of 1921 will ac-
complish more and more for our Alma Mater—^and some day for the woi'ld.
3?
Class Poem, Sophomore
Though we're not far on Learning's way-
This class eleven strong,
We'll carry high the sign of Truth,
Nor cease to fight the wrong.
Ah, fain we'd climb to Wisdom's heights
Which beckon from afai%
But trials oft beset our path.
And clouds our vision mar.
Trials? Clouds? What are these.
If like a flint the will ?
Shall not they serve us but as means
To teach self to be still ?
How oft success has brought us pain.
Temptation brought us calm.
For, 'neath the humbling hand of God,
We felt the Spirit's balm.
The goal gleams like a distant star,
But not beyond our ken;
For "Duty" is our watchword,
And love to fellow-men.
We'll ne'er be bound by error's chain;
Though our steps may falt'ring be.
We'll ever on and upward go.










C. H. S. '18; Philalethean; Cornetist; I.
P. A.; Basket Ball; S. A. T. C.




R. H. S. '18; Philalethean; Sec'y. Class '18.
"Yo' all tickle me."
BURKE WHITE
Washington, Pa..
T. U. A.; W. H. S.; Philalethean; Basket
Ball; S. A. T. C; Fireman.
"Full of wise saws and modern instances."
S« LAURA NEFF
Martel, Ohio
B. H. S.; '15; Philalethean; I. P. A.; Pray-
er Band; Student Volunteer; Vice-President
Class '22; Basket Ball.





P. H. S.; Electrician; Phililethean; S. A.
T. C.
"Lo, from the dorm the sound of a gunl
The birdies scattered every one."
MARY WAIVE HORD
Bucyrus, Ohio
B. H. S. '17; Prayer Band; I. P. A.; Phila-
lethean.
"Her virtues, graced with external gifts.




M. H. S. '17; Thalonian; Basket Ball.
"It's exasperating to be a preacher's son."
R. FLORENCE SPATHELF
Ann Arbor, Michigan
A. A. H. S. '18; Student Volunteer; Holi-
ness League; Prayer Band; Thalonian; Vio-
linist.




T. W. A. '18; Student Volunteer; Philo;
L P. A.




T. H. S. '16; D. H. S. '18 Dresden Normal
'18; Philalethean.
"When the boys come marching home."
LESTER A. WHITE
Thalo; Eulogian; T. U. A. '18; Student
Pastor; Prayer Band; Holiness League.




T.U. A. '18; Philalethean; Reader.
"How happy some o'er other some can be.
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GEORGE FENSTERMACHER (Baby F.)
Cleveland, Ohio.
C. E. H. S. '18; Vice Pres. Philalethean;
I. P. A.; S. A. T. C.; Reader.
"He radiates good nature, and his beaming




P. C. I.; T. U. A. '18; L. M. T. C.
"She would weep if she did miss a question
and frown if her test mark was only 99."
OLIVER SMITH
Lithopolis, Ohio.
C. W. H. S. '14; L. H. S.; Decorator.
"A man's reach should exceed his grasp."
EMMA WILLIAMS
Columbus, Ohio
C. E. H. S. '18; Thalonian; L. M. T. C.
"I just can't make my tongue behave in






F. H. S. '16; H. H. S.; Thalonian; Holi-
ness League.
"Mine the pleasures of rural life
—
From noise remote and ignorant of strife."
LEONE SAWYER
Bluffton, Indiana
P. H. S. '18; Thalonian; Basket Ball.
"She has a face and manner charmnig;
Her lists of conquests are alarming."
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College Freshman Class History
The class of 1922 is neither better nor worse than any other group of "Freshies"
of Taylor University or of any other college. It is looked down upon by the Seniors
with the same ancient scorn; it is watched over by the Juniors with the same grand-
motherly pity; it is regarded by the Sophomores with the same shrug of superiority.
And yet—who would dare to say what distinguished men and women the future will
know because of the College FVeshman Class of 1922?
Of our twenty-two members, five have been classmates since their Academy
Junior Year. Lester White our chaplain, and his brother Burke White, our sergeant-at-
arms, in response to calls to the ministry left the farm in Washington, Pennsylvania,
and came to school for the purpose of better equipping themselves for work in the
Master's vineyard. Edythe Waterman, a globe-trotter, who has roamed from Penn-
sylvania to. Washington State, has distinguished herself by her wonderful Virgil
translations. She now teaches Pre-Academy Arihmetic—apprentice work for her future
vocation. Joyce Spalding is devoted to "deschetizky" and the "Etude." A native of
the prairies of North Dakota, she objeects because in Indiana a tiny knoll or a baby
tree obstructs her vision, while to Madeline Nostrand, who comes from the wooded
hills of New England, Indiana scenery seems tame.
Four of our number remained with us from the S. A. T. C. unit, which spent
the fall term at Taylor. Our president, Randolph Webster, of Knightstown, Indiana,
is so near home that he can not endure the week ends here. He expects some day
to be an M.D. George Fenstermacher, famous as an authority on dehydration of
fruits, came from Cleveland, Ohio, and plans to become an architect. Edwin McLaugh-
lin, our prophet, notable for his military bearing, enjoys the privilege of frequent
visits at the "White House." He gave up his work as electrician in Pittsburg, Penn-
sylvania, to study for mission work. Our demure, love-loyal Raymond Elliott, a
graduate of the Wabash, Indiana, High School, desires some day to fill a position as
chemist.
Laura Neff, our vice-president, after teaching school in Ohio for a time, feeling
her need of more education came to T. U. She aims to be true to her missionary
calling. Though Jane Campbell, of Red Key, Indiana, came here to study music
—
and has achieved success, she could not refrain from joining our noble class. She sits
up late every Thursday night to finish her theme for Professor Munro. Opal Knaub,
of Patoka, Indiana, was led here through the influence of a foiTner Taylor teacher fnd
plans to do work in the evangelistic field. Irene Stephens, our secretary, enjoyed a
delightfully novel trip from North Carolina to Unland. She amuses the English VI
class with stories told in her sunny Southern dialect. Lucile Park, better known to
the French I class as Madame Park, came from the Buckeye state and is patiently
awaiting the return of her soldier-husband. Rena Florence Spathelf left the college
town of Ann Arbor, Michigan, to attend Taylor University. She is anticipating the
time when school days shall cease, and as a nurse, she will take her place on some
foreign field. Emma Williams, who tries to be passionately fond of chemistry,
followed the footsteps of her noble brothers, from Columbus, Ohio. Kenneth
Westlake was formerly a mechanic in Macksburg. Ohio, and expects to be an
electrician. He is preparing for his future vocation by sei-ving as chauffeur and re-
nairer for his uncle. Professor Westlake. O. P. Smith, of Lithopolis, Ohio, rptumed
to Taylor this year, after an absence of three and a half years. He is our coll'^ffe
drayman and prides himself on having served as a combination minister and undei-taker.
Four of the Freshman class of 1922, all from Indiana, have been with us only
since the opening of the winter term. Miss Leone Sawyer expects to teach in public
schools; Walter Bailey is taking his college course in preparation for the ministry.
Oi-ville French, who was a member of the S. A. T. C. unit at De Pauw University, is
already a good Taylorite; Ga;ylord Saunders, after doing clerical work for two yeas,
has resumed his studies with the expectation of doing definite work for God.




The Seniors think we're awfully green,
For the Juniors we don't exist;
The experienced Sophomores seem to forget
That they, you know, just missed
Being Freshies themselves by a year or so.
And though they act so learned,
Their merits are no higher than ours,
Nor any harder earned.
It's work, work, work, from morn till night;
Life's just a round of toil.
As with inky fingers and aching heads
We burn the midnight oil.
And when at last we fall asleep.
In sheer contempt, it seems.
The ghosts of unlearned lessons rise
To haunt us in our dreams.
Yet, still in spite of all our trials.
Adversities, doubts and fears.
Just like the rest we'll reach the top
In only four short years.
And if we do our duties well.
Before the first shall pass
Old T. U. will be proud to say,








The piano department of Taylor is certainly, even to the casual visitor, one of its
strongest and most popular branches. No doubt the pre-eminent reason, for this con-
dftion lies in the fact that we are fortunate in having for director so enthusiastic
and capable a musician as Dr. A. Verne Westlake. Dr. Westlake has raised the
standards of this department t» an appreciable extent, and has succceeded in in-
stalling more complete courses for the development of well rounded and efficient
musicians.
In addition to extensive teaching experience in and about Pittsburg, Dr. Westlake
has had the privilege of study with such eminent European teachers as Theodore
Leschetizky, Fraulein Prenter, Mason, and Melville—Lesniewski. After his return
from abroad he founded the Extended Conservatory of Pittsburg, in which school,
including the extension department, he had enrolled over two thousand students.
During the two years in which he has been at Taylor he has not only proved his
real worth in the school and its vicinity, but has established his rank as a musician
of note in the State of Indiana. He has been appointed Chairman of the Program
Committee of the Indiana State Music Teachers Association, and the state surely
boasts no musician more alert to the possibilities and general trend of his art.
Pauline Teed.
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Mrs. Cleo Collar Holloway, Professor of Voice.
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The Vocal Department
The Vocal Department of Taylor University has always been strong, but under
Professor Holloway as director, it is witnessing an unprecedented growth. Since
the beginning of the school year the enrollment has been doubled and it is continually
increasing.
As a singer, Mrs. Holloway is a recognized artist. She possesses a rich mezzo-
soprano voice of thrilling dramatic power, and her own work as a vocalist fur-
nishes a great incentive to all of her pupils. For some years she has been a suc-
cessful church, Chautauqua and concert soloist. Professor Holloway is a graduate
of the American Conservatory of Chicago, and has studied with such eminent teachers
as D. Alva Clippenger, Birde Kitson Schwartz, Signor Eldorado Sacridoti of Chicago,
and C. A. B. Lewis of New York. She has had extended experience as a choir and
and chorus director, and has been leader of the boys' choir at St. John's Cathedral
in Denver, Colorado.
Professor Holloway's success as a teacher has been very decided; not only is she
a voice builder, but she is well qualified to develop in her pupils the ability for artis-
tic interpretation. By her broad-minded personality, she has been able to imbue her
students with the earnestness of purpose which makes their work interesting and




W. H. S. '16; Mt. Union College; T. U.
M. '18; Bachelor of Music; Thalonian; Mid-
night worker.
"The poetry of the soul is music."
FRANCES EKIS (Ekie)
Pittsburg, Pa.
Avalon High School; Philalethean ; Piano
Contestant; Peace Conference.
"She is musical; in that lies her merit."
JANE CAMPBELL
Red Key, Indiana
R. H. S. '16; Philalethean; Violinist.





T. U. A. '17; Philalethean; Basket Ball.
"By music, minds an equal temper know.
Nor swell too high, nor sink too low."
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H. ALDRED WIGG (Ockey)
Philalethean ; Piano Winner '18.
"Wit, how delicious to man's dainty taste."
KATHREEN ALBRIGHT (Kat.)
Los Angeles, Cal.
Polytechnic High School; Philalethean;
Vocal Contestant.
"Happy am I, from care I am free,





Bloomington High School '14; Philale-
thean; Holiness League; Prayer Band.




V. H. S.; Philalethean; University Book-
keeper.
"She does things well, and with a care."
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LELA WERTZ
Shelbyville, Indiana
Philalethean ; Basket Ball.
"Give me some music; music, moody food
of us that trade in love."
FLORENCE SMITH (Smitty)
Atlantic City, New Jersey
Holiness League; Prayer Band.
"I think him so because I think him so."
LULU MAHAFFY
Pittsburg, Pa.
Pittsburg Musical Institute; Redpath
Chautauqua Co.; Teacher of Pipe Organ.




U. H. S. '18; Philalethean; Basket Ball;
Post mistress.




Muncie Conservatory; Thalonian; Basket
Ball.




"Silence more musical than any song."
NEOMA BERRETT (No Me!)
Frackville, Pa.
F. H. S. '10; Philalethean; Holiness
League.




F. H. S.; Thalonian; Holiness League;
Wife.
"Gentle in her personage, conduct and equi-




S. H. S. '16; Thalonian; Pianiste; Echo


















For ill can poetry express
Full many a tone of thought sublime,
And painting, mute and motionless,
Steals but a glance of time.
But by the mighty actor brought,
Illusion's perfect triumphs come;
Verse ceases to be airy thought.
And sculpture to be dumb.
If "words are fossil poetry" it is for the actor, the interpreter of litera-
ture to make the dry bones to live. To him belongs the task of breathing the
breath of life into the lifeless forms and of clothing the skeleton with flesh
and blood. He must bring us into vital communion with the mind of the
creator. Hence, his own imagination must rise above the plane of sense into
the realm of the spirit.
The primary aim of the student of expression, then, is to discern the
deeper meaning in things of the sense world and to interpret them to us
spiritually. This has been the work of the Expression Department of Tay-
lor University ; this is the aim of the Curry method, with its fundamental
thesis that impression precedes all expression. Prof. Cobb has brought her
students to a deeper realization of the spiritual forces at work in the
world, and after sounding for a short distance the infinite depths of the
vast sea of literature has endeavored to aid them in conveying their highest
ideals to the minds of others.
Recognizing the benefits to be derived from dramatic performances,
she still holds that the end of expression can be attained better without the
associations of the purely theatrical. While the actor may fill the single
role perfectly, he is limited to the one character. In the expression work
of Taylor, impersonation is emphasized with the idea of developing the ease




M. T. H. S.; T. U. A. '14; Class president
'18; Philo Debate; Echo Staff; Eurekan;
Orator; Winner of Inter-State I. P. A. Ora-
torical Conteest; Reader; Student Pastor;
Photographer.
"Our only greatness is that we aspire."
GUILBERTA WRAY (Berta)
Upland, Indiana
T. U. A.; Domestic Science '18; Expres-
sion '18; Thalonian; Reader.
"It is good












B. R. POGUE WINS INTER-STATE ORATORICAL CONTEST
Barton R. Pogue, '18, won the Inter-State Intercollegiate Prohibition
Association oratorical contest at Washington, D. C, on December 18, 1918.
Pogue first won the Taylor I. P. A. oratorical contest. Then he won state
honors at Indiana University at Bloomington. This entitled him to
represent the State of Indiana at the First M. E. Church, Washington, D. C,
on the above date. His opponents were the state contest winners of the
eastern section. When the judges read their decision, it was : First prize,
Pogue, Taylor ITniversity ; second, representative of Boston Theological
Seminary ; Reichert, University of Cincinnati.
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Prayer Band; Philalethean; I. P. A.
"He's true to God who's true to man."
LULA E. WHITE
Washington, Pa.
W. H. S.; Thalonian; Prayer Band; Holi-
ness League.
"The light on her face shines from the win-
dows of another world."
BEULAH SMALLWOOD
Connersville, Indiana
E. H. S.; Thalonian; Holiness League.





Kawnsai College '15 Kobe, Japan.




Pre-millennialism, signifying before the millennium, is the teaching that the second
coming of Christ will take place before that era of universal peace and righteousness,
predicted by the prophets; that instead of Christ returning at the close of the 1000
years of His reign with the saints on the earth, to usher in the Eternal Ages, He
comes back to overthrow Gentile governments, destroy Anti-Ohi-ist, remlove Satan
from the earth, place His Jewish people at the head of affairs, and inaugurate the
Millennial Age, which will be followed by a post-millennial revolt under Satan, released
for a season, the destruction of Satan and his host, "the day of judgment and per-
dition of ungodly men," after which will be "the new heaven and the new earth" of
the "ages to come."
So much is comprehended in this view that space will permit only a meager out-
line of reasons in its support.
1. It was the faith of the Apostolic and Post-Apostolic Churches.
Before the Apostles received the Holy Spirit, they had only a confused notion
of the divine program in which they were to act so momentous a part. As their
Master was about to leave them, they asked
—"Lord, wilt thou at this time restore again
the kingdom of Israel?" His answer to this question has been taken by many as mean-
ing that Israel as a distinct factor in the establishment of the Messianic Kingdom
was to be forever done away, and that the church as a kingdom was to take its
place. Nothing could be farther from His meaning. Had He wished to convey such
an idea. He would not have used language that implies the very opposite. His answer
shows that their conviction regarding Israel's relation to the Kingdom was true,
but they were informed that something must intervene before that consummation. By
supplying a few words in italics, His meaning becomes clear: "And He said unto
them, It is not for you to know the times and seasons which the Father hath put in
His own authority" to do what you ask—that will come in the Father's own time
—
but, until then, "ye (the Church) shall receive the power of the Holy Spirit coming
upon you" for the performance of a task that precedes the accomplishment of the
Father's will concerning the Kingdom.
That task was the evangelization, not the conversion, of the nations, tliat out
of them the Lord might gather a people to reign with Him in heavenly form when
the Kingdom should be set up, with Israel nationally as its earthly head. See Acts
15:13-17 for a complete outline of the Divine plan respecting the Church (called "a
people for His name," taken out of the world), Israel (whose national restoration is
predicted in connection with Christ's return) and the consequent world wide blessing,
or the Millennium.
The task was for the Age designated "the Church Age" as distinguished from
the Millennial Age, for which it Would be, in an important sense, a preparation. And
He assured them He would be with them until the task was accomplished—"lo, I am
with you all the days unto the end tof the Age;"—the Christian Age, during which,
by this means, the way would be prepared for the "Kingdom Age."
The Apostles came to understand their Lord's program and gave themselves
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heartily to the task assigned them, leaving it to the Father's authority to say when
their task was done and when the next feature of the program should be introduced.
And as they did not and could not know when this would be, they took the attitude
enjoined upon them by Christ to "watch," to "wait,"' for their Lord's return. This
was the attitude of the whole Church in those wonderful days of spiritual power and
blessing. The people weire instructed in these things and therefore converts were
girded for holy living and sei-ving by this powerful motive. "Ye turned to God from
idols to sei-ve the living and true God and to wait for His Son from Heaven." I Thess.
1:9-10. "The grace of God that bringeth salvation hath appeared to all men, teaching
us that denying ungodliness and worldly lusts we should live soberly, righteously and
godly in this present age, looking for that blessed hope and the glorious appearing of
the Great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ." Titus 2:11-14. How great the
contrast between such emphasis upon the doctrine of the Lord's return and the almost
total neglect cf it by the mcdcrn Church and ministry! No wonder there has been
90 little apostolic separation from evil and such a dearth of apostolic i-esults!
The post-apostolic Church held strenuously to this doctrine until the false con-
ception of the Church as the Kingdom originated in certain minds of hierarchial
tendency and headed up in the monstrous perversion of the Papacy. Those who will
have the Kingdom in the absence of the true King find a way for producing a counterfeit
under some form of religion. But those who lived nearest the days of the Apostles
and drank most deeply cf their spirit, looked for the Kingdom to come with the
King, according to His own statement that it was like "a certain nobleman who went
into a far country to receive for himself a Kingdom and to return. And he called
his ten servants and delivered them ten pounds, and said unto them. Occupy till
I come." Luke 19:11-13. Which shows that during the present age believers occupy
themselves with the investment the Divine Nobleman has made in them; then having
received from His Father the Kingdom, He returns to reckon with His sei-vants and
fix their relation to that Kingdom. Compare Dan. 7:9-27 and Rev. 5, 19:11-20 for
deccripture of this investiture and return.
Schaff, the ecclesiastical historian, says that this was "the widely current opinion
of distinguished teachers, such as Barnabas, Papias, Justin Martyr, Irenaeus, Ter-
tullian, Methodius and Lactantius." Mosheim affirms: "The prevailing opinion that
Christ was to come and reign a thousand years among men before the final disso-
lution of the world had met with no opposition until the time of Origen."
Origen was a higher critic of the Srd century who spiritualized the doctrines of the
Bible and mingled in his system elements of the Gnostic heresy and Greek philosophy.
2. It has been the creed of many of th* most famous thinkers, reformers, preach-
ers, missionaries and evangelists in every revival period of Church history. Not to
mention earlier reformers, the founder of Methodism may be cited. He endorsed the
pre-millennial teaching of a book by Thomas Hartley in the following letter to the
author:
"Your book on the Millennium and the Mystic writers was lately put into my
hands. I cannot but thank you for your strong and seasonable confinnation of that
comfortable doctrine, of which I cannot entertain the least doubt as long as I believe
the Bible."
Tyerman, Wesley's best biographer, says of Hartley's book that it teaches among
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other things that "Christ will come a second time and will set up a Kingdom, and
visibly reign on the earth for a thousand years." Tyerman says of Wesley that "like
his father before him he was a Millenarian, a believer in the second advent of Christ
to reign on earth, visibly and gloriously for a tliousand years." William Nast the
Methodist commentator, and Prof. W. P. Coddington, D.D. of Syracuse University,
bear similar testimony to Wesley's belief.
The following are a few of the many who in their lines, support the pre-millennial
view:
Commentators—-Delitzch, Lange, EUicott, Bengel, whom Wesley chose as his exe-
getical guide, Alford, called the "prince of commentators," Henry, Tregelles.
Missionaries—Duff, Judson, John G. Paton, J. Hudson Taylor, founder of the China
Inland Mission, and George Muller, the man of oi^phanage faith.
Preachers—McCheyne and the Bonars of Scotland, Spurgeon, A. J. Gordon, Mark
Matthews, pastor of the largest Presbyterian Church in the world, Cortland Myers, G.
Campbell Morgan, A. C. Dixon, until recently pastor of Spurgeon's tabernacle.
Evangelists—Dwight L. Moody, the greatest of his generation, and J. Wilbur
Chapman, whose recent death evoked such fei-vent tributes to his memory from all
parts of the world. A few months before his death, at a prophetic conference. Dr.
Chapman bore this testimony to his pre-millennial faith: "It has been the inspiration of
my ministry, and it is a blessed hope to me because it has inspired me in my evangelistic
work."
In the face of tliis array of proof that the doctrine of the per-millennial coming of
Christ inspires faith and promotes efficiency in Christian work, only prejudice or lack of
understanding will confound the doctrine with the vagaries of Russellism. and other per-
versions of New Testament teaching. But "wisdom is justified of her children."
No full discussion of the Scriptures relating to this theme and the various events
associated with it could be attempted in the space allotted me.
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In Deeper Degrees.
In this the church's day of plans and programs, we are constrained to believe that
few things are less understood than the conditions which make for spiritual life.
Living in the spiritual world may become as simple and natural as living in the natural
world.
All spiritual experience that results in a changed, sanctified nature comes as a
result of faith in a crucified, risen, ascended, coming King. "Salvation is by faith, or
there is none." "By grace are ye saved through faith and that not of yourselves,"
and this same faith, Paul says, becomes the environment for the growth of the soul
in spiritual things. By this same plan God intends we shall know Him in deeper
degrees. ' If we would have revealed to us Christ and Kis plan for ourselves, the
chui'ch and the world, faith must become an attitude of the soul, "an empty hand
for grasping an environing Presence." But, how often when we have need of clear
vision or power for sei'vice do we look within ourselves or society for some plan,
some forced activity through which to accomplish divine purposes. We ai'e seeking
to promote spiritual life by methods as unnatural as they finally prove unsuccessful.
We seem to forget that God has given us certain basal principles for our spir-
itual deveJopment, as universal and unchangeable as are the laws of nature. "As ye
have received Him, so walk ye in Him." All the promises of God become susceptible
of innumerable degrees of meaning, so that the same passage may speak to us over
and ove'' in new ways. By the operation of the Holy Spirit upon our thinking and
our perceptions, chiefly in secret prayer, all our earlier views of Christ are eclipsed by
deeper truer visions of His person and character.
Of this broadening conception of Christ, Faber very beautifully and adequately
sing.^:
"Thou broadenest out with every year.
Each breadth of life to meet.
Scarce can we think Thou art the same.
Thou art so much more sweet.
"With days Thou growest more divine.
More glorious than before,
I fear thee with a deeper fear,
Because I love thee more.
"Changed and not changed. Thy present charms
Thy past ones only prove.
Oh make my heart more strong to bear
This newness of Thy love.
"Jesus! what hast thou grown to now,
A joy all joys above.
Something more sacred than a fear
More tender than a love.
"With gentle swiftness lead me on.
Dear Lord, to see thy face;
And meanwhile in my nai-row heart,
Oh, make Thyself more space."
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His plan for our sei-vice for the world can never be opened to us by any other means
than by the contemplation of His character and the seeking of His will through the
prayer of faith. His poise of character, His hatred of sin, the insight into His human-
divine personality, the glimpses of His glory,—all these and many other priceless
revelations of our Christ can not be realized unless for sheer love of Him, we are
drawn apart in prayer.
The depths and heights of Divine things cannot be approached or appropriated
by chance or by any mechanical means that man may invent. Jesus, who so adequately
and perfectly revealed the heart of the Father to us who feared God because of sin,
has left a means at our disposal whereby we may know increasingly the heart of the
Father and His purpose for our lives and the saving of souls. Thoughtful co-operation
with the Holy Spirit alone will enable us to reach the ever-widening fulnnes of His
promises. As the days go by, our feeling of repentance, our sorrow for, and hatred of
sin, our sense of nothingness, our deliverance from sin, the wonder of Christ, the
vividness of His coming shall become mighty energizing convictions with us.
E. Dancey.
''And The Greatest of These is Love'
Tho' we may struggle in the dark.
And life at times seems vain.
Yet always comes some ray of light.
And hope is born again.
.Tho' we may feel the stress of life
Oft weary be, and worn,
Whatever storms the night has brought.
Faith always holds at morn.
And Love, what shall we sa}^ of that,
The greatest of the three?
Ah, speak it softly, reverent, low,




"I am come that they might have Hfe, and that they might have it
more abundantly." These are the words of Jesus Christ. He came to call
us from death unto life—not to mere existence, but to life and that more
abundant. What that life was Jesus showed us by His own matchless,
uninpeachable character. The Savior came not an earthly prince in
fine robes,—not a delicate child of luxury, but a man walking the hills of
Judea and enduring the storms of Lake Galilee. He came with a mind
alert and brilliant, insomuch that the people marveled and said, "Never
man spake like this man." Jesus Christ came fulfilling the law of the
Jews and at the same time holding communion with Jehovah Himself.
He ate with the publicans and the sinner, yet no man dared accuse Him of
sin. His life was broad, full-orbed.
Our Lord showed us the model life with every God-given faculty de-
veloped for use. God has the right to the best in us. If we have a strong
body, it is our duty to develop it.—For many of us the plow-handle has
been replaced by the horizontal bar, and the basket-ball has taken the
place of the pitch-fork, but our part is still to make the most of our
physical endowments. So with our mind. Truth proved by experience
and invention has grown up about us. Art, literature and science are
God-given, for they are the expression of the supreme creation in His
supreme moments. We have not a fear unto bondage; we are free to
equip ourselves for the task by the use of God's best. "I am come that
they might have life," were Jesus' words, and He was speaking of you
and me. But He adds, "and that they might have it more abundantly."
Then He points to the cross with the words, "Follow me, and I will
make you fishers of men." This is the way. Christ was the great soul
winner, the all-sufficient magnet of men. With a body, mind, and heart
trained by the great Teacher, able to represent Him truly, we shall be
ready for a big catch. Our fishing ground will be unlimited and our bait
various if we follow Jesus, and live the life He gives,—the abundant life.
We can bait our hooks with physical, mental and spiritual food, and if
our every faculty is used in the process of following Jesus our hooks will
be full. May God help and keep Taylor that she may send out big men
able to cast a big net with appropriate bait for a big draught. We need
men with a pure heart, a keen eye, a bright mind to show others the more










I. P.' A.; Thalonian; President Academy
Class '19; Preacher.
"I just can't be sensible."
ELOISE ABBEY
Carbondale, Pa.
Philalethean; I. P. A.
"Life does not make us, we make life."
E. NORDIN GILBERTSON (Gib.)
Douglas, North Dakota
C. E. I. '16; Class Vice-President; Thalo-
nian; Eulogonian; I. P. A.
"His voice shall be as strong as any man's
in the dispensing of new dignities."
MIRTHA SHIVELEY
Philalethean; Student Volunteer; Prayer
Band; Holiness League; Echo Reporter.
"Where silence is bliss,




Class Historian; Philalethean; Patrol
Leader, B. S. A.; Basket Ball; Printer.














"An honest man he is, and hates the slime




Thalonian; Student Volunteer; Holiness
League; Prayer Band; I. P. A.; Eulogonian.




Eureka; Thalonian; I. P. A.; Peace Con-
ference; "Schoolma'am."
"A boy who seems ready to help at any-
thing, with no particular hobby."
IVEI. GUILER
Bluffton, Indiana
Prayer Band; I. P. A.; Holiness League.
'She was a faithful woman and feared God
above many."
FRANK H. LEE (Lee Tuam Hong)
Sun Ning, Canton, China
Thalonian; Eulogonian; Peace Conference.







Philalethean; Eureka; Eagle Patrol Lead-
er, B. S. A.









Philalethean; Garrett H. S.; United Breth-
ren; Married.




Thalo; Student Pastor; Married.
"A good man's prayers will from the deep-




Philalethean; S. A. T. C; Basket Ball.
"Is fond of sports, erpecially basket ball.
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History of Class of '19
More history has been made in the last four years than in any other twenty
years of time. More has been at stake and more has been accomplished. The years
1914-1918 will forever be memorable. It is during these years that the world has
won its freedom—and the Academy class of '19 its name and fame.
Although many of our best members have answered the call of the oppressed
and have gone into their country's service, our class has still advanced and grown
in membership. We are a peculiar class in that we are composed of two such dis-
tinct, and yet congruent elements. The younger generation of us sometimes find
it difficult to sit still while the older members discuss weighty theological problems.
And yet we live and love as one big family. Perhaps this family feeling is due to
the fact of the victorious battles fought out together while defeating the Gauls
with Caesar, wrestling with abstruse geometrical theoi^ms, or burning midnight oil
over Burke's Conciliation Speech.
Of course, when we started as freshmen we were fresh-men; we thought we knew
it all and were in for a good time. Now as Seniors we see there is much yet to learn
and have settled down to the serious things of life. However, although supposed to
be dignified we still have the .lolly times we always did, on "fishing" parties, taffy
pulls, "wiener" roasts and skating parties and hikes with our faithful chaperon.
We have the distinction of being the only class ever graduated fnom Taylor that
boasts as members Camp Fire Girls and Boy Scouts. Among our number we have
several soldiers of whom we are very proud. We also have men and women preparing
to serve their Master as missionaries, ministers and Christian workers.
Our class has great prospects before it. The year 1919 means peace and new
hope for the world: the oppressed and rcattered peoples are going back to rebuild
and start anew. So after graduation we will go home with a broader and clearer




I was determined not to fail. Ignorant of the future as I undoubtedly was, I
still had confidence that there was a hidden record nearby. I searched for it many
days in vain. Then in obedience to some good prompting I procured a magnet, which
led me to an unexcavated spot on the campus. Immediately I began to dig. After
toiling several hours I unearthed a little book. Excitedly I knocked the dirt off and
read:
"Record of Experiences.
By Chai-les Wesley Shilling
Copyright 1932, Shilling Printing Co., Topeka Kans.
All rights resei-ved.
In the year 1930, my pastor, Rev. J. 0. Mabuce, desiring to see more of the world
and religious conditions than the mere bounds of his busy circuit afforded, and I, needing
relaxation after an unprecedented press of business, began a world tour by boarding
a transcontinental aeroplane for Boston. The engine of the plane having stopped, we
were forced to land in Eastern Illinois on a large farm. It was cold and we went to
the nearby farmhouse to v/ait. Here we were glad to find Mr. Donald Miller, who en-
tertained us by showing us his modem equipment. The engine adjusted, we flew on
and landed 7:30 Saturday evening at our destination.
Sunday morning, learning that our ship did not sail until Monday we went to
the First M. E. Church, where Rev. Jacob Schrader was pastor. We were joyfully
sui-prised when we learned that Bishop Ernest Treber was to be the speaker. After
the services while we were talking, Mr. Duane Wain, who was waiting for a vessel
to Africa, stepped up and graced us with his presence. Dr. Wendell Ayres and Miss
Eleanor Zange, who were the Deans of Men and Women respectively at Boston Uni-
versity, having learned that we were in the city, invited us all for dinner.
After a joyous Taylor reunion we set sail early Monday morning for London.
We soon arrived there and took up the study of the new political-scientific religion of
Europe. Upon the completion of this study we caught a London-Bombay aeroplane.
In India we made a sui-vey 'of the needs of the missionaries and Christians. While
there we visited several of the T. U. missionaries, including Mr. Harley Zeller and
wife. We next visited China. There we were greatly pleased to learn that the Anti-
Indulgence pai-ty, led by Dr. Frank Lee, had just been victorious in driving rum, to-
bacco, and drags from the nation. Not tarrying long in progressive China we went
to South America. There we found Miss Mirtha Shively with many other devout
missionaries teaching and preaching Christ to the natives in their own language. ,
Next we flew to St. Louis, where there was in session an interdenominational
convention of the churches, discussing the advisability of a union. Rev. Nordin Gil-
bertson. Rev. Ralph Lochner, Rev. C. S. Thompson and Rev. Roy Schwartz were promi-
nent delegates at this convention. While here we met Miss Ivel Guiler, who was
nationally noted as an evangelist.
The only one of the T. U. A. '19 Seniors we had not seen was Miss Eloise Abbey.
We wondered where she was, but concluded she was either matron in some infants'




We know not what the future hath
For us, the Class Nineteen Nineteen;
Assured alone that strife and wrath
Will urge to conflict bold and keen.
We know not where his guiding hands,
May lead us, travelers in the night:
To bear the torch in far-off lands.
Or here at home to shed the light.
But though both heart and flesh be weak
To own a mission all unknown,
A word of love our Lord will speak
To cheer us when we feel alone.
We'll long for voice of schoolmate gone,
For some dear face of memory;
But Christ hath led His chosen on.
He still will comfort tenderly.
So whether near or widely spread,
To His great work we yield our best.
That we may see, at last, His head
Bend low—"Well done, enter My rest."
And Thou, O Christ, who know'st our all
And what our hearts aspire to be,
Forgive if rhort our service fall
—









President, Malcolm Hobbs Vice-President, Harrold Kenrick
Secretary, Etta Hall
Academy Junior Class History
When Athene conceived the evolution of the stages of learning, she placed the
Juniors a little lower than the Seniors. To the Seniors she imparted her dignity;
to the Juniors, modesty, a more certain evidence of wisdom.
The class of '20 entered Taylor as Freshman forty members strong, one of the
most promising classes in the histoi-y of the Taylor Academy. School life was new
to many, but a Freshman with the thought of Seniority ahead cannot be daunted.
A very interesting feature which characterized our class then was its cosmopolitan
personnel. We had representatives from China, Korea, Norway, Africa, Panama, Cuba,
and England, besides those from our own States. Alas, for the English class with
such a representation ! Mr. Lee was always ready with his Chinese dictionary to in-
terpret to us the difficult terms; our friends from Panama and Cuba seemed to delight
in discussing in Spanish, across the aisle, with the proper gesticulations, the important
topics of the day, and after everyone else, the Englishman 'ad 'is say. However,
from the various members we obtained a knowledge of the customs of the several
countries and by mingling our thoughts gained a broader outlook upon life.
To think we were ever Freshmen! Such was our thought upcn entering school
in the fall of our Sophomore year. We had taken our first step toward Seniority.
This year our class was greatly depleted in numbers. Death took one of our members,
and we are proud to say that we sacrificed some of our boys for our country's service.
Now we are Juniors! We are only ten in number and none of the original class
remain. The Irishman's jack-knife, you remember, had three new blades and a new
back, but was "the same old knife." As the body grows by continually discarding
the old for the new, so in our class, though some drop out the new ones who take their
places bring to us a fresh infusion of life.
School life now presents to us vast fields of learning from which we daily glean
truths that shall be our future bread of life. The ideals of our class are expressed











In the fall of nineteen hundred and seventeen we entered Taylor with high
hopes and ambitions, but at the end of the first week we were somewhat discouraged.
We were, to be sure, a little timid at first, and every look that the "Profs" gave us
made cold chills run up and down our spinal columns. In our classes during the first
few weeks we were shaking all over, for fear the teacher would call on us to recite.
We did not dare to "cuf a class, for we thought that was one of the worst sins at
T. U. We struggled through Latin, cramming our heads full of various declensions,
conjugations, and a score or more of rules. Somehow we managed to pull through
English, Ancient History and Biology, although most of us do not know how we did
it. Sometimes we felt discouraged and wanted to quit school and go home. But
then we thought about the time when we should be dignified Seniors; so we decided
to "stick it out" for the remainder of the year, and we did.
But those things are all past long ago.
The new students of our class tliis year are especially bright. The very first
day they were here they knew where the Dining Hall was, and within a week they
learned that it was called—and rightly called—the "Beanery." They learned that
the round tile in the hall was not an umbrella rack but a waste-paper receptacle; and
that P. T. meant "physical torture" instead of physical training; they also learned
tkat "S. P." meant social privileges as well as "slow pokes," as one member said.
We have learned since our first year at T. U. that a Latin verb can not be declined,
and that a Latin noun can not be conjugated. We have learned that in Algebra
X times x is not 2x but x squared.
Now we are wondering what of knowledge can remain for our next two years
to bring us, and constantly thinking of the wisdom that shall be ours when having
stniggled through the Sophomore and Junior years, we shall stand, on the platform







President. Eugene Hjatterman Vice-President, Ruth Draper
Secretary, Eleanor Halloway
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Ravings of a Class Historian
When in the course of inhuman events the class of '22 was dropped into an un-
known world of school life, each freshie, with head high and colors flying, industri-
ously set oiit upon his career to become a full-fledged student.
What are our colors ? Who is so uninformed as not to know the proper color
of a fi'eshie's skullcap ? We hold our heads high now, because we are important
cogs in the wheel of school life. When you take into consideration the indubitable
fact that we are the most promising class whose entrance at Taylor is recorded in
history, no other apology for our class pride need be given.
For a time our spirit swelled to heights sublime. We were the center of attrac-
tion in the school as the contest between the "Thalos" and "Philos" was at its height.
Being besieged with pleas to join (although the names were truly "Greek" to us),
we desperately closed our eyes, or chose our favorite color, and signed our names to
the membership lists.
But alas, with the passing of the social excitement our importance decreased
and we were left to follow our own paths in peace. That was bad enough, but worse
was yet to come. The pen almost refuses to record the sad tidings of such a blow
to freshman pride and self-respect. Some members of our class discovered a notice
posted in the main hall. The class gathered excitedly ai^ound it and learned, to our
intense mortification, that the place of honor that we were to hold was in the back
row of the academy side of the chapel. The pity of it!
But here the class again proved itself. It rose above its trials and when term
examinations loomed ahead each one did his best to come up to our high class standard
—
to our own enlightment and the despair of our instructors.
Now at the beginning of a new term we have organized our class in a business-
like manner. In basketball we have several distinguished players and expect to make
a name for ourselves in the spring sports. The future is before us and we are all
















A. H. S. '17; Philalethean; Basket Ball
'Star"; S. A. T. C; Photographer; Scout
Master Upland Troop.





"As merry as the day is long-."
AUDREY FAULDER
Bellefontaine, Ohio.
B. H. S. '15; Oxford College for Women
'17-'17; Thalonian; Vocalist.
"I have set my life upon a cast.
And I will stand the hazai-d of the die.''
BERTHA BARROW
Van Buren, Indiana
V. H. S. '17; Philalethean; Basket Ball.




V. H, S. '15; I. P. A.; Philalethean; Bask-
et Ball.






Lieut. Claud Manary, U. S. A. Commandant
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Commandant S. A. T. C.
Lieutenant Claud David Manary was born in 1(S92 at Sioux Falls, South
Dakota, where he received his common and high school education. While
in high school he played on the football team four years, being captain during
hi3 senior year.
He attended the University of South Dakota, graduating with the
degree of Bachelor of Laws in 1917. While at the University he played on
the Varsity Eleven throughout his course. He was elected captain of the
Varsity for the fall of 1917, but his patriotism caused him to enier the army
rather than return to accept that honor.
In the summer of 1917, he entered the Ofificers' Training Camp at Ft.
Snelling, Minn., where he received the commission of First Lieutenant of
Infantry.
He reported to the 40th l\ S. Infantry, Regular Army, at Ft. Sheridan,
111., Decemiber 15, 1917, and stayed with that regiment until July 16, 1918,
when he was detailed as instructor in the Student Army Training Camp at
the same post.
September 26 he reported at Chicago University as senior drill officer in
the Student Army Training Corps of that institution.
On October 11, he arrived at Taylor University to act as commandant
of the Student Army Training Corps. He remained on duty here until after
the -demobilization of the Student Army Training Camp, which took place
on December 20, 1918.
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A Rime of the S. A. T. C.
A song of the heroes intrepid
Who fought in the S. A. T. C.
Not of combats begun
—
Not of victories won
—
But a personnel record, on dit.
Their barracks were "Sammy' and "Sickler'
Their drill-ground, the pike and the gym.
"No Man's Land" the dorm
Where wary of harm
"Miss Annie" stood guard, stanch and grim.
They drilled to the City of Upland,
And they hiked to the cross-roads en masi:e;
And they stood at "Retreat"
While the rolling drums beat
—
Full seventy-six did they pass.
And "Reveille" called in the morning.
And "Taps" sternly sounded at night,
With "Inspection," "Salute,"
And "Attention" to boot,
The discipline sure was a fright.
There were some who were cited for valor
In the bloodiest battle of all.
When the Sammies in might
Stormed Old Sickler one night
And battered in window and wall.
Of the A's there were Aley and Alley
And Ale, yes and Atkinson, too.
And Alford, reputed crap-shooter,
And he put them all in a stew.
When Barrett and Bedwell enlisted
Full brawny and brilliant were they.
But Brown stormed the heart of Miss" Ekis
Who promptly surrendered, they say.
Then came Cress, social lion of Upland
—
And Cook of the C's we could spot.
Then Dodson and Davis and Duncan,
But Drake was the best of the lot.
Then Eviston entered the battle.
And the Elliotts joined in the fray,
And if it had not been for Audrey
One might have been heart-whole today.
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Now Farrington and Fenstermacher
—
And they were two bachelors shy—
They just put it over on Gorsline,
And Goodwin was gassed on the sly.
But Graf was a doughty young warrior
Who cared not a whit for the muss.
So when not "contined to the quarters"
He alway was out for a "fuss."
There was HoUoway, looking for trouble,
And Hockinsmith seeking divorce.
Then Johnson, the guy from Gas City,
Much admired by the ladies, of course.
Now Klingenstein, he admired Emma,
But she for another was strong.
And Keel qualified on palaver,
While Leer thot that study was wrong.
La Favour attained a citation
For the motor he kept in the stall.
He cycled about the Wray salient,
As "orderly" on "the Lieut's" call.
"Pat" Millspaugh, he got daily "passes"
To make Hartford City a call.
And if it had not been for Esther
He would have had no fun at all.
But Esther, she called on him daily.
And daily her calls he repaid;
If the gasoline tank hadn't failed her
She'd have captured his guns, I'm afraid.
McManaman had a "tin Lizzie"
And a passport by day and by night
To take the "C. 0." to the movies
Or make a short Gas City flight.
Now Miller was oft very lively.
But the poor lad was "too fat to fight"
—
O'Neal, he was "gassed" by the dorm girls
And the Plummer boys were put to flight.
Owen Rust was a camouflaged private.
And Roberts tried hard to enlist
—
But something went wrong with the red tape
So in "0 D's" he tried to exist.
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Now Snyder and Seybold and Sisscn
And Spayde were a troublesome crew.
If they had been more diplomatic
Their passes had not been so few.
But Streib was a newly-wed rookie.
And Sullivan, he was divorced;
And when these base facts were reported
From the "Bird House'' they promptly were forced.
The casualties were alarming,
Fred Thomas, the first man to fall,
Paid tribute to young Princess Charming
And surrendered, heart, hand, head and all.
Burke White was another fair victim.
Who fell at the very first crack;
But with youth and good humor as allies
'Tis hoped he'll survive the attack.
And now as for Webb, Wood and Wysong,
They were "missing in action" 'tis true.
And a cheer for the Red, White and Blue!
So here is a cheer for the S. A. T. C,
Reville
The last stars have faded ; the
last night-bird has ceased its
sleepy twittering's ; day is break-
ing. There is a great vista of
corn fields and meadows and
bleak gray autumn woods, sil-
very under a sheet of frost ; and
a mass of clouds banked up in
the east, their edges jagged and
fiery. The sharp blasts of a
bugle destroy the sublimity of
the morning stillness; quick,
clear commands ring out, a
heavy shuffling is quickly chang-
ed into an even tramp ; and ther^
they are, seventy-five strong,
marching into the flaming aure-
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S. A. T. C. Snap Shots
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Christmas in 1918
S. A. T. C.
Christmas put tbe C, in S. A. T. C.
That widely known army Kindergarten, the Stick Around Till Christmas divi-
sion, was organized to demonstrate that it could be demobilized before Christmas,
and the unfortunates drawn to it by its siren lure attended so as to have some place
to go home from for Christmas. In this it succeeded admirably.
There are two great epochs in the existence of the S. A. T. C. During the first,
from its inception up to November 11, it was known as the Students' Army Training
Corps, and its purpose defined as a training school for officer material. The second
epoch, from November 11 up to the time of its demobilization, it was known as the
Stick Around Till Christmas gang, with the indefinite purpose of working the Gov-
ernment for as much as possible. It is needless to say that its purposes during this
second period were carried out much more successfully than the first.
First, let us consider the mighty achievement of the first epoch. We will cite a
local example. Under the skilful leadership of Cadet Captain Roberts, R. O. T. C,
the very raw recruits drilled manfully, learned to do squads right and squads left
without becoming lost in the surrounding scenery, to about face skilfully without
tangling up the nether extremities, and to become unutterably proficient in dashing
for the dormitories when dismissed. Everyone became so hardened that they thought
nothing of a half-mile march or three minutes of Joe Imler's calisthenics. In the first
few days blisters caused heavy casualties, but the joy of drilling in the cow pasture
was so great that no one minded this. The force of propinquity was demonstrated
in the fact that in two weeks the cows were all maneuvering in platoon formation
and the porkers stood at attention when the company marched in to drill. German
secret service agents in the neighborhood kept Great Headquarters at Spa informed
of the progress of Taylor's redoubtable warriors, with the result that the German
morale gave way completely and the German resistance was broken all along the
line. Then came the day we did the skirmish drill, and the report the Kaiser's rep-
resentative sent in caused the imperial mustache to reverse and point downward.
St. Paul von Hindenburg had a stroke of apoplexy, and Ludendorff retired with a
wet towel about his corrugated brow. Within the week the armistice was signed.
This closes the first epoch.
The second epoch opens with Peace Day. On this day the Taylor unit got its
first smell of gunpowder from the local fireworks. Though guns crashed all about,
the brave boys paraded the streets of Upland and created a most unholy noise, above
which could be heard the crash of the falling house of Hohenzollern. Their purpose
now accomplished, the German downfall sure, no one could see why classes should
be attended, but Lieutenant Manary impressed different views upon our erring minds.
No more, however, did the hideous notes of reveille mean half an hour of physical
torture, but simply a sedate rising from our beds of ease to listen to the bugler make
funny noises on a funny little horn. Owing to our unusual perfection in drill, it was
deemed necessary for us to parade forth only upon very widely separated occa-
sions. The Kaiser had become Count Bill Hohenzollern, von Tirpitz had shaved ofT
his beard, Hindenburg had died for the fifth time, and Ludendorff had been relegated
to the rank of a quartermaster sergeant to issue heavy wool socks for the cold feet
of Hans, Fritz and Peter, so everyone wanted to go home, flash his uniform on the
folks, and enjoy the fruits of his hard-bought victory. Thus the Stick Around Till
Christmas division came into being.
HOUSTON WOODS.
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The Philalethean Literary Society
Motto: Lovers of Truth.
Colors: Blue and White.
Although handicapped at the beginning of the year by the absence of many mem-
bers who had contributed life and inspiration as well as executive ability to the
Philalethean Literary Society, the few faithfuls who remained cheerfully assumed
the responsibilities and went to work with theiT characteristic fidelity and enthusi-
asm. They have proved equal to their task; and today we are the same strong,
efficient body as in former years.
We have held finnly to those ideals which we believe should characterize a
collegiate organization. Our public programs are designed to be indicative of what
we consider helpful, wholecome entertainment; and a well balanced combination of
selections possessing musical and literary worth, interspersed with humor free from
any suggestion of the ordinary low type of popular "fun," is our aim at every session.
Shortly after the beginning of the fall term we added fifty-five new names to
our membership roll. The co-operation of these new members, in the working out
of our ideals, has been gratifying as well as inspiring. They have recognized with
us that the success of the society cannot rest on the merit of past achievements;
but that our ultimate standing depends upon the faithful, conscientious wiork of
each member in his maintenance of the principles for which we have always stood.
We have been able to cope with the ever-changing conditions surrounding us;
and the discovery that our strength, perseverance and detei-mination have been capable
of bending circumstances to our will and bringing to fulfillment the end for which
we have wished and worked, gives us renewed courage and inspiration for the under-







Colors: Orange and Black.
Our school would be far from complete if it were not for the varying activities
afforded by the literary societies. A mere outline of the courses of academic work
represents by no means all that college life should mean. The well-known definition of
education—"to train the mind and will to do the thing that ought to be done
when it ought to be done, whether you like to do it or not"—would seem to express
the logical aim of a college career. A young person with the necessary amount of
detennination and perseverance could, in this day when books aa'e so accessible,
acquire a book knowledge almost equivalent to that of the college student. But the
opportunities afforded in college for testing our ability, in the doing of things which,
when we attack them, we realize will require the utmost effort on our part,—these
are the most potent factors in true education. The student who learns to meet seeming
impossibilities and overcome them is preparing himself for the larger issues of life.
The Thalonian Literary Society, together with its sister organization, the Phila-
lethean, endeavors to put within the reach of every student of Taylor University a
means for the practical working out of the knowledge he acquires and the talent he
is developing. The society programs, which occur every two weeks, and in which
each active member is expected to take part regularly, can mean as much to the
individual member as he chooses. The friendly rivalry between the two socieites,
which acts as a stimulus to highest endeavor, has its climax in the annual contests
of Commencement Week.
The motto of the Thalonian Society is a challenge to every one of its loyal mem-
bers,—Know Thyself. It expresses very fittingly the ideal of education, for until
we beccme acquainted with cur own possibilities and shortcomings we can make
little progress. Thoce who have gone out from the society, of whom the Thalonians
are wont to boast most proudly, are proof enough that our organization not only








President: Mr. Harold E. Kenrick
Vice-President: Miss Ivel Guiler
Reporter: Mr. Orville French.
What is more to be expected in a holiness school, imbedded deep in its life, fore-
most as an organization in the interest and effort of students and faculty, challenging
their allegiance to an ideal for which Taylor peculiarly stands, than a Holiness League ?
Such a league we are glad to say Taylor possesses.
In its early history this was a local chapter of the National Young Men's Holi-
ness League, and continued in the same relationship until it was re-organized in
nineteen hundred fourteen for the purpose of admitting to its membership both young
men and young women. From that time it has been largely attended and faithfully
supported by those who love the cause of Holiness and see its vital place in the life
of the school.
The true value of any individual or organization is estimated in terms of the
principles for which it stands and the life which it touches. The word Holiness has
always stood for an aggressive experimental evangelism. Accordingly, the foremost
work of the Holiness League is to lead students into an experimental knowledge of
salvation by the justification and sanctification of their natures through the atonement
made by Jesus Christ. The League is indispensable to the building up of Christian
character and experience as we attempt to walk in His way. It is of vital im-
portance not only to the students f the school but also to the world. The student of
to-day is the missionary, the preacher, the teacher of to-morrow, whose work is to
break to the lost in the darkened places of the earth the Bread of Life which if a
man eat he shall live forever. This, then, the re-casting and re-vitalizing of char-






Prayer is the soul's sincere desire,
Uttered or unexpressed;
The motion of a hidden fire
That trembles in the breast.
Prayer is the contrite sinner's voice,
Returning from his ways;
While angels in their songs rejoice
—
And cry, "Behold he prays!"
Prayer is tlic Christian's vital breath.
The Christian's native air,
His watchword at the gates of death;
He enters heaven by prayer.
O Thou, bv Whom we come to God,
The Life, the Truth, the Way;
The path of prayer Thyself hath trod:
Lord, teach us how to pray!
Truly the only means of keeping alive in the human heart the vital spark of
Christian faith is prayer, that rising of the soul to meet God, which washes away the
dust of the earthly and purifies the desires. Prayer, true heart-searching, love-inspir-
ing prayer, can never fail to lift the soul of the petty and mean, clearing the vision
and re-inspiring the heart with the beauty of a life of love.
In 1899, the students of Taylor University, realizing the need of an organization
which should devote itself solely to the deeper life—the life of prayer, formed the
Prayer Band. And this Band has ever since held a unique place in the school. Though
many modifications in the order of service have come about with changing conditions,
still the clarion call to "Prayer" has ever sounded clear.
The injunction of an ancient sage to "know thyself" has been ringing down thru
the ages. Though a man may be self-satisfied and may impress others with a sense
of his worth, yet if he does not come in all humility to his Maker and entreat His help
in overcoming his weaknesses, he can never know himself in the true sense and can
never hope to reach that noble place which God decreed he alone should fill. Prayer,
then, becomes the key to the great personal problems of life, unlocking for us the
windows of heaven through which shines down into the heart of the inner man the
divine light of love. The Prayer Band furnishes one of the best opportunities for
keeping our own hearts in tune with our Master's thought for us.
But prayer, if it means anything to us, means a deeper sense of our obligation to
others. Recognizing this truth, the Band is a mighty undergirding in the life of the
school itself, If there is an urgent need either financial or spiritual, the members take
that as their subject of prayer. If anyone is uncertain about his own soul salvation, he
Recognizing this truth, the Band is a mighty undergirding in the life of the school
itself. If there is an urgent need either financial or spiritual, the members take that
as their subject of prayer. If anyone is uncertain about his own soul salvation, he
finds the prayers of Christian students of vital help. Sometimes the call comes from
one hard-pressed on the mission field, who realizes the need of waiting on God. None




Manj' years ago a massive stone mansion stood beside a
greac public highway. The windows of the mansion were
closed and barred ; the blinds were tightly drawn, and shut-
ters kept out the light ; the doors were shut and bolted. Not
a lay of light could penetrate the building. The people
within lived in utter darkness. Year after year, men pass-
ed by and wondered what was behind those bolts and bars.
Centui'ies passed, and still no one attempted to enter. But
one day some one with more curiosity than others had had,
put his shoulder to the door and pushed. After a tremen-
dous effort he succeeded in moving the door enough so that
just a ray could find its way through the narrow opening.
A few of the people inside saw the tiny gleam. At first they
were afraid, but soon they began to learn its value and to
wish for more. Others travelling the highway saw the door
ajar, and threw their weight against it endeavoring to push
it open. The few inside who desired the light, pulled ; with
the combined efforts, the door was flung wide open and the
sun streamed in. Those near the door rushed out, and there
we may find them today, in this new world of light, waiting
for leaders to guide them in the ways to which they are so
unaccustomed. Others ran to the door, but they were dazed
by the brightness, and there they tarry, calling for teachers
to come and lead them forth. Some, more conservative,
withdrew into the most remote cornei's where the darkness
is deepest. There they must remain until the light is taken
to them.
The Student Volunteers of Taylor University have seen
the vision, have answered the call, and are going forth into
eveiy clime to be leaders, teachers, light bearers. They are
offering to every nation "the power of God unto salvation to














Tennis at Taylor University
Ready? Serve! A ball streaks over the net and is returned by a ready racket.
The server mournfully exclaims, "Love—fifteen!" The game continues, ever grow-
ing in intensity, v^^ith fortune favoring first one side and then the other, but with
the spirit of fair play and cheerful losing that is essential to the fullest enjoyment of
athletics.
Tennis, at Taylor, is the sport "par excellence." Its charm is evinced by the
fact that the courts are occupied from daylight till dark. A large share of the attrac-
tiveness of this game may be attributed to its adaptability to all ages and to all
degrees of skill and its harmonious development of mind and body; a small measure,
we may venture to say, to the popularity of that phase of contest called "doubles."
For many years, tennis has occupied the foremost place in the college athletics,
but during the past year and a half it has been even more pronounced in its appeal.
In the spring of 1918, the tennis season started with a rush. The air was balmy and
those who desired to shake off the ennui of spring had recourse to this outdoor
exercise daily. There were many good players who instilled life and enthusiasm into
the sport by engaging in impromptu tournaments. Only after Commencement, the
devotees of tennis sadly drove their last balls across the nets, packed their rackets, and
in the bustle and confusion of departure, forgot that for many of them there would
be no more tennis playing at Taylor.
The three months' vacation soon passed, and in the fall of 1918 tennis at Taylor
awoke to an entirely new phase of activity. Am.ong the boys of the S. A. T. C,
there were many good players, so that contests were staged at all hours of the day
and the courts were thronged. In all probability the school has never had such a
variety of players in one term.
By the date of demobilization, December 21, 1918, the majority of the supporters
of the game had recognized the ancient custom that tennis playing should cease in
the early part of December and, accordingly, had laid aside their rackets for the
winter. However, some of the students maintained that the tennis season should be
limited solely by the weather. As the winter of 1918-1919 was unusually mild, these
players continued their activities at various intervals throughout the dull season.
With the coming of spring and its attendant maladies, outdoor sports resumed
their sway. Tennis, of course, was preeminent. "Doubles" had many strict and
enthusiastic adherents. Every day, a small armj^, ably led by Mr. Thomas, charged
full force upon Mr. McCutchen, the tennis manager, who, by the way, never had the
courts so f\ill but that there was room for him.
Tennis is a universal game and is open "to all. It is especially popular in college
life because it does not require a disciplined 'team. A tennis game can be worked up
at odd moments, as it requires no preparation. It is an individualistic game and the
player's success or failure depends solely upon himself. For this reason, tennis not
only is beneficial physically, but also develops a certain mental poise that is uncon-
sciouslv extended to the student's studies and other activities.
John Bugher
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Philo Basket Ball Team
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Roberts, Wilcox, Thomas, Fox, McCutcheon, Stiles
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Philo-Thalo Basket Ball
In the 1918 Inter-Society basket ball series the Philos upheld the honors
they won the year previous. They won the first four games by a good
margin.
There was a great deal of ri\alry between these two teams. It seemed
as if the intense rivalry in the athletic department caused a renewed interest
in the literary work of the societies. Much has been spoken and written
about college spirit ; during the various friendly Inter-Society rivalries we
realized some of the power of this influence. It was stirring, helpful and
agreeable.
During the progress of the games each side lost valuable men by en-
listment in U. S. service. Erickson of the Philos, was first to go. Harm and
Stiles both were leading lights on the Philo team when they enlisted. Zeller
was lost to the Thalos by a call to the service.
Del Stiles and Loy Fox were as good a combination of forwards as
graced the gymnasium floor of T. U. for some time. After the enlistment of
Stiles, Wilcox filled his place very well. The playing of Pugh and Thomas
at center was another strong feature. Whenever Pugh received the ball
he just reached up and dropped it into the basket. Sometimes it is helpful
to be elongated. Captain McCutchen and Roberts were almost invincible as
guards.
For the Thalos, Zeller as guard was the leading player. The playing of
Snyder, Conelly and Mabuce was also very good.
The 1918-1919 series was forfeited to the Philos owing to the fact that






The Academy Versus the College
Basket Ball is never uninteresting during the winter term at Taylor.
There is no diflficulty in getting a crowd any night to see a lively game. The
term seems lost, however, when v.e think that no Philo-Thalo series was
put on. Yet the Academy boys showed their enthusiasm when they challenged
the college "bookworms" for a series.
The games were close and alive with interest. At the very start it v/as
evident that the winners must keep "on the job." During the first game the
gallery was swayed with cheers. The College fellows fought to uphold their
prestige as players ; the Academy was enthusiastic v,-ith newly gained honor.
Perhaps the A^ounger players did more efficient team work; at any rate the
Academy boys proved too much for the College five and "went over the
top" with one basket, the score being 29-27.
This but put the losers on their mettle and they were ready in another
week to turn the tables. This proved to be the closest game of the series.
Each man on the floor was "there" at his best. First one side scored, then
the other. This time the College was victorious by the lucky shot and won
the game by one basket, the score being 12-14.
Now, with a defeat and a victory to the credit of each team, the third
game meant the determining of the championship. This put "pep" into the
players and they were so completely lost to the game that when the last
whistle blew the boys stood staring at each other, only to realize that the
game was over. It was the hottest and swiftest game that has been seen in
the gym for a long time. Some of the girls even left the balcony and went
down to the floor where they could see and be of more service in cheering.
The score of the last game of the scries was 30-24 in favor of the Academy.
















Basket ball at Taylor is more than a mere pastime. We realize that to
become well-rounded young women, we must be developed not only men-
tally and spiritually but also physically. In order to acquire this desired
physical development we must take advantage of the sports engaged in
on the campus as well as the required gymnasium drill.
Although we did not organize teams in the societies for the usual
Inter-Society basket ball series, the athletic spirit was by no means lacking.
We succeeded in organizing in the physical training classes what were
known as "First" and "Second" teams. A number of splendid games with
close scores were played, each team doing good work and showing much
enthusiasm.
This was the first year of basket ball for a number of the girls on both
teams, but all of them developed into reliable guards and centers. Miss
Wertz and Miss Sawyer as forwards, were considered, beyond a doubt,
among the best players. They were "sure shots" whenever they got near
the baskets. Miss Fritz, Miss Holloway and Miss Hall, as guards, made it
desperately hard for opponents to secure reasonable shots at the baskets.
We hope another year to have organized and well-trained teams in both









Baseball, the American national game, rightly has its followers at
Taylor University. We believe that ovir young manhood can scarcely be
called normal unless they arc interested in this wholesome game. It is a
true and genuinely helpful sport. Rut the benefits of baseball need no com-
rnent here.
The 1918 Tnter-Society Series was won by the Thalonian nine in four
straight games. In everv game the Philos opened up strong and caused the
games to be hotly contested, but weakened in the last few innings. It was
rather humorous to see the make-believe Philo battery, reversible and
ambidextrous. Wilcox and Thomas did not profess to be an all-star battery,
but they were the best all-around players and batters on the Philo team.
That Thalo line-up was certainly well-balanced. Leamon, as pitcher,
was the leading light of his team. Joyce Oliver, High and Dibert played
a very consistent fielding game and their work at the bat proved disastrous
to the Philo hopes.
At present this year's prospects are scarcely more than visible, but the
fan must have food ; so the sport writer must turn prophet as the spring
training season draws on. Judging from the material now on hand the





Truly our "P. T." instructor niaketh us to do wondrous things, intended to produce
that coordination of "mind and muscle" which shall develop in us the physique of
Hebe. Now we throw our arms about like wild women; and again we strike at
imaginary foes. But verily our efiforts returneth not unto us void, for not only do
we feel a mighty increased agility but our pugilistic ability groweth exceedingly. Often
doth our longsufifering room-mate protest against our practice of the dumb bell upon
her in our sleep, which we, in truth, do unwittingly.
Behold us as we leap like our little brother of the mill-pond, the frog. Truly, we
are not so graceful as he, but we rejoice in the thought that we fall not far short in
our attempts at mimicry.
But hold! The order is given. Quickly our mood changeth and we have become
fish. We place our hands together, then shove the surging waters to each side—thus.
Yet again the stern command—we fall in line and trot about the gym like gallant
steeds. Exulting in our strength, we prance and caper, tossing our flowing manes.
(If, indeed, the imagination stretcheth so far.)
Suddenly the order soundeth to halt before the stall bars. "Left face!" We find
ourselves "behind the bars." At the word we climb and hang from the topmost bar.
In this instance, the object of our imitation hath not been made known to us, but
inasmuch as we are "behind the bars" and "hanging" the discerning observer judgeth
for himself.
"Column to the left, march!" and we once more proceed on our way, halting
before a box of dumb bells. Choosing two, fortunate if both be of the same size and
weight, we straightway become blacksmiths (doubtless with intent to shoe some of
the afore-mentioned horses). Presently we are hammering industriously with our
heavy sledges, fancying all the while within ourselves that we are developing a prodi-
gious amount of muscle, and wondering how we shall utilize so much superfluous
bodily energy. But the happy thot striketh us.—P. T. day cometh again!
The instructor's announcement that we prepare for dismissal, rudely interrupteth
our meditations. Consultation of a time-piece revealeth the fact that we have but
seven minutes in which to divest ourselves of our "gym" raiment and some of the
soil of the floor which hath begrimed our hands and clothing, and to make ourselves
eady for dinner. '
Our hair, which hath become loosened from our leaping like frogs and, presumably,
dampened from our swimming like fish and almost completely disheveled from tossing
as a mane, must be brushed and rearranged. Yea, it behooveth us, indeed, to be acro-
bats, if we desire to appear at dinner in that attire which befitteth the dignified college
maiden.
But our training serveth us well, for in due season we are presentable and walk
into the dining hall quite demurely, never more to think of Physical Training—until
we awake on the morrow with many groans and sighs, in spirit more like unto ninety
than nineteen.
Moral: The way of the college girl who taketh P. T. is hard.
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My Ideal of the Christian College
A college is a school for instruction in the liberal arts, having a course of study
either fixed, or partly fixed and partly elective, commonly requiring four years for
completion. The regular curriculum in a typical college consists of courses in English,
Latin, Greek, Mathematics, Moi-al, Mental, and Social Science, Physics, and other
departments of Natural Science, and in recent years, German, French, and other modern
languages. We can readily see that the college stands for liberal training, that its
object is discipline and enlightenment, that it is opposed to utilitarian or purely
technical training. As a place lof education it stands for the acquiring of a great
deal of knowledge on a great many subjects; the courses are so arranged, however,
that the student may, if he will, correlate the facts that he learns, so that
at the end he shall have attained a keener, truer appreciation of life and a greater and
vaster existence; iti other words, he will be able to live more and better as the result
of his four years' study.
The college then, is a place for liberal training, for general discipline and mental
illumination. At the end of his college course, the student should be all aglow with
the possession not of mere facts stored away in the separate pigeon-holes of his bi'ain,
but of knowledge of the universe and human nature which shall enable him "to see
life steadily and see it whole," to know that "everything is an index finder pointing
to something beyond." Though he shall not absolutely comprehend the universe of
which he is a part, he will view it not as a thing strange and "haphazard and un-
knowable, but as a thing to be understood. His mind will be freed from superstition
and chance, suspense and childish wondennent. He will possess an intelligent, clear
comprehension of the world of things, and he will not be the dupe of superstition,
tradition, or hearsay.
He ought to be, and can be gi-ounded in English. No student should be allowed
to graduate from college until he has had a thorough training in his own language.
He should not only know and appreciate the classics of the English language; but
he should, by all means, know the grammar of it. It is most distressing to hear a
college student say "I seen it," "He has came," or for lack of vocabulary make use
of all the slang of the day in expressing himself. He should, moreover, know some
modem language not his own, and have studied Latin or Greek or both in order really
to know his own language. He should know well one or more of the fundamental
physical or natural sciences and this study presupposes mathematical training. He
must study history—othei-wise he will not know the meaning of passing events. He
should have a general conception of philosophy. Philosophy is one of the most
cultural of studies, if not the most, because the student must approach it with an
unprejudiced mind; he must be able to change his mind, and above all, he must
think. Besides this drill in these fundamental subjects, he should be encouraged and
given opportunity to make a choice of some field of study which will give a chance
to develop his special gifts and talents, calling out his peculiar power and initiative.
The spirit of work—hard, earnest, conscientious work—must pervade all college
life. Studies must have the first place in the student's progi-am. He must apply
himself closely and with painstaking diligence; otherwise a college is no fit place
of preparation for the busy life just beyond his college career. Without such faith-
ful application he will only be faintly aware that once he read a certain text, but
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its message and its meaning will remain unknown and unassimilated. He will have
failed to secure that for which he has paid in money and time. Each student should
make inexorable demands upon himself in addressing himself to his studies. The col-
lege should be a bee-hive cf work, in wliich, if there be a drone, he shall be stung to
death, or into life by the zeal and earnestness of his fellows. If a college is to fulfil
its mission to the young people of our country, those in authority will apprehend the
laggard and the sccial butterfly and deal with them accordingly. Attending college
ought to be considered no mere joke or pastime. The college ought to be a place
of many and varied activities and interests, each one brimful of purpose from the
president down, to the youngest frerhman. All this mu3t be if students are to be
remade, revitalized and individualized by the spirit of learning.
It is in this way that the student shall be able to subordinate athletics and amucc-
ment to their proper places. The more a student is trained to think and the more
he becomes charmed by the beauty and gentleness of learning, the more he is governed
by his higher faculties. The more he becomes an independent personality the less he
requires mere entertainment. Thus athletics and amusements will become diversions:
the one to tuild up brain and brawn, to refresh and re-create his body to the end that
the body may become the instrument of the mind; the other to provide him rest from
the strain of his work and to feed the spirit of play—^which is a part of every normal
person's nature. Both athletics and amusement, then, make a student more sei-viceable
and pliable for the work he has in hand.
The college, unlike the graduate school, ought to be a community whose purpose
of existence is the enlightenment of its people. We do not ."-ay the college is a family
in which everyone knows everyone's else affairs, but we do say it should be a com-
munity, a place of natural, interested, close association. The student may learn many
facts from many books, but he can be trained to think in lofty realms o:ily by asso-
ciation with the maturer men and women of the college. Association outside of class
with teachers ought to be a part of every student's college inhea-itance. Thus pro-
fessiors who have homes in the college community ought never to feel their whole
duty toward the student done when they have heard him recite in the classroom.
It is due him that he have recour.'-e to the home and personality of his teachers. In
this way, better than in any other, the teacher can learn what the student really thinks
and hopes and aspires to be, for the teacher has the opportunity to converse with him
on the subjects in which he is most interested and of which he desires to know more.
In a meeting of this kind, a teacher, all aglow and in love with the subject he presents
in the classroom, can do more to spread the infection of learning among students than
mere recitation of facts, alone, from day to day, can ever do. Thus teaching shall
become a living thing capable of making and re-making manhood and womanhood,
and the college itself shall become a i-eal Alma Mater loving and knowing and sym-
pathizing with all her children in their aspirations and hopes.
So far the ideal corresponds with the highest thoughts of cur most far-seeing
educators. What, then, should the distinctively Christian College have in the way of
drawing power that other colleges do not have? Students ought not attend college to
learn facts, as such, but to search after the truth that lies behind thirgs as they are.
But truth lies at the very foundation of the Christian system. The truly Christian
colleges of our land stand in the breach as the helpers and repairers of mankind.
Both the mind and the body must be freed from the dominion of sin, and taught to
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"know God aright and out of that knowledge to love Him and be like Him." This
is the wisdom to possess which we ought to sell all that we have. The student being
lured on by the beauty of Christ's matchless purity, the downright strength of His
character, and the perfection of His wisdom, cannot but have an insatiable desire for
the fullest development possible. The contemplation of Christ ought to be and can
be his reason far diligent, painstaking effort to gain knowledge. By virtue of His
very omniscience Christ is entitled to be at the head of that body known as the college.
He is that Light which lig'hteth every man that cometh into the world. His simple and
sufficient philosophy of life sheds a radiant light on all of life's problems and duties.
As a teacher of men. He towers above all teachers, and the knowledge which the
student acquires is only broken and imperfect bits of His teaching. So only shall




Stanley E. Weed Orville J. French
Harold E. Kenrick
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Sonnet to the True Message of Taylor
University
The call divine inspires the soul, the mind ;
Invigorates the body ; nature, too.
Is cleansed, transformed, made holy through and through-
That fallen man may heart perfection find.
The Christ is our example ; He increased
In wisdom, stature, human and divine
Esteem; and we who fain Avould bear His sign,
Who is our Elder Brother, King and Priest,
Must strive to live as He lived, grow as He,
And speed the message of the Love He gave.
To fit us for this mission, we must learn
To tarry at His feet until we see
The world's vast need, and His the power to save
;
And in our souls the sacred fire must burn.
The Friendship Of The Printed Page
With human friends, when the heart joys or grieves.
'Tis Sweet its fellowship to interchange
We prize the living heart-throb—yet not strange
That we should find true friendship in these le^ives.
A book a living message?—Warm and new,
It speaks into a multitude of lives
The truth its author with his lifeblood strives
To give to man at large, belongs to you.
For whatsoever learning wo may look,
Some mind has sought it in advance of o^urs
;
Or blessed a friend, 'tis ours—within a book.






Wed. 25. Registration day. Old fi-iends meet and many new students arrive.
Thurs. 26. Registration continues. It seems hard to find an easy way.
Fri. 27. Cksccc meet. A few stragglers arrive. Everybody tries to get acquainted
and adjusted.
Sat. 28. A few old students venture out for a short stroll on the campus.
Snun. 29. Homesickness prevails.
Mon. 30. Work begins in earnest. A few decide that since it is only twelve
weeks until Christmas they might as well remain.
OCTOBER.
Tues. 1. S. A. T. C. boys are arriving and things liven up.
Wed. 2. The faculty greets the old and new students at a formal reception in
Helena Gehman Music Hall.
Thurs. 3. Captain Roberts is some officer.
Of this we have no doubt,
From morning" until evening-
He shouts, "Fall in! Fall out!"
Fri. 4. Philos and Thalos give joint program in Shreiren Auditorium followed by
a social hour in the gymnasium.
Sat. 5 Tennis Courts busy. S. A. T. C. boys continue to arrive.
Sun. 6. Evidences of new attachments at church in the evening.
Mon. 7. Fat. Hackensmith goes snipe hunting. Reports that he caught a dozen with
long noses and gi'een and red stripes, resembling monkeys.
Tues. 8. School is closed on account of the "Flu."
Wed. 9. All is quiet along the Potomac. Nothing to do but sleep and write letters.
Thurs. 10. Lieut. Manary arrives. Many indulge to their heart's content in walk-
ing. Military drill the only exciting feature.
Fri. 11. A. few leave for short visits at home. Thus far we have escaped the "Flu."
Sat. 12. Mailman brings lots of boxes from home. Miss Berrett is more interested
in letters than in boxes.
Sun. 13. Sunday! Unlucky day! no chuixh. Sweet notes from the Bird House.
Mon. 14. Quiet as the grave. Cannot even get a party to go to the river. Girls
begin military drill.
Tues. 15. Things liven up somewhat. Fine dinner, and plenty of music at Swal-
low-Robin.
Wed. 16. No "Flu" in sight. A party goes to the river and enjoys a weiner roast.
Thurs. 17. Moonlight picnic at Horner's W'oods. Miss McGhie proves a jolly chap-
eron.
Pri. 18. Nothing to do but drill and play tennis. A few shoppers go to Marion.
Sat. 19. General clean-up. Pop com night at Swallow Robin basement. Looks
as though something more than corn would be popped soon.—Guess.
—
Sun. 20. Everything dry but the weather. Oh for the ciuarantine to be lifted!
We would all go to S. S.—Maybe.
Mon. 21. General tear-up in Swallow Robin parlors. Everybody busy scrub-
bing and waxing the flcwrs. Military boys have "Mess" for the first time.
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Tues. 22. Work continuous in the dorm parlors and all are eager to have them
finished.
Wed. 23. Several sneeze, but no one has tTie "Flu." And the work goes merrily on.
Thurs. 24. Parlors finished. Many spectators view the remains. Slogan—"Don't
step on the floor."'
Fri. 25. S. A. T. C.'s have fine meeting in Swallow Robin basement. First basket-
ball game of the season.
Sat. 26. Miss McGhie takes a bunch of "dates" to the restaurant down town.
Sun. 27. Breakfast at 6:30 and on Sunday! But we forgot to change our clocks.
Many visitors on the Campus.
Mon. 28. Mrs. Faulder has unlucky day. She receives a severe bum and later
a piana stool collapses with her like the wonderful "one hoss shay."
Tues. 29. Hooray! School opei-ates in full blast in the afternoon, the ban being
lifted for T. U.
Wed. 30. First chapel service in three weeks. Everybody attends regardless of
the fact that it wasn't compulsory.
Thurs. 31. Big Halloween pary in the "gym."
0^
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NOVEMBER
Friday, 1. Another basket ball game. "Dates" galore. Thomas shows much
interest in girls' dormitory.
Saturday, 2. Many Marion shoppers.
Sunday, 3. Church once more. More visitors on the campus. Wabash boys
entertained at the Stephens home. Evening services well attended. "Postum."
Monday, 4. Chapel seats assigned. Beefsteak for dinner.
Tuesday, 5. Election day. S. A. T. C. boys inoculated.
Wednesday, 6. A few boys think they are sick. College restaurant opened in
the evening.
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Thursday, 7. Evangelist Lamanse speaks in chapel. A few more boys know
they are sick. False news that Germany had surrendered. Premature celebration.
Friday, 8. Y. M. C. A. address in the afternoon. Fine basket ball game.
Saturday, 9. Swallow-Robin has open house for the boys on the campus. Care-
ful preparation in the endeavor to make lasting impressions.
Sunday, 10. Rev. Lamanse conducts chapel services. Many visitors.
Monday, 11. Peace! Peace! Peace! Everybody celebrates.
Tuesday, 12. Everybody hoarse but happy. Entertainment for S. A. T. C. in
basement of Swallow-Robin. Senior class organized.
Wednesday, 13. Athletic association organized. "Gem" staff elected.
Thursday, 14. War work drive at chapel meets hearty response from faculty an-d
students. Thalos launch their first program.
Friday, 15. Dedication of flag pole and raising of the flag. Philos have first
program of the term. Herr Prust has a birthday dinner.
A.W.O.L.
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Saturday, 16. Philo-Thalo rush for new members. Piano recital by Neoma
Berrett, assisted by Lela Wertz.
Sunday, 17. Church. Rain! Visitors!! Dates!!!
Monday, 18. Miss Zylpha Hurlburt celebrates her { ?)th birthday. Miss Emer-
son much excited over a letter from Marion, Ind.
Tuesday^ 19. Bird House very quiet. Faculty meeting in the parlors. Paul
Dunlap-ped his coffee.
Wednesday, 20. Water off. Students come to breakfast dry-cleaned.
Thursday, 21. Important senior meeting. Miss Berrett disturbs the peaceful
slumbers of the inmates of Swallow-Robin.
Friday, 22. Gloomy weather. A select few are glad it is Friday because tonight
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Saturday, 23. Mr. Willard Whitcomb, of the S. A. T. C. dies of pneumonia.
Sunday, 24. Short funeral services for Mr. Whitcomb held at Dr. Vayhinger's.
The parents start with the body for their home in Iowa.
Monday, 25. Blue Monday. Even White and Brown are blue. Important Gem
staff meeting.
Tuesday, 26. Madeline Nostrand misses a word in Franch. Pauline Teed very
happy after the 7:30 mail is distributed.
Wednesday, 27. Thanksgiving boxes begin to arrive, all recipients have many
friends. There is a little "deer" party at Westlake's and several other dear little
parties on the campus. Horrors! Faculty meeting in the parlors.
Thursday, 28. Thanksgiving! Chicken dinner at the dining hall. Several
students go home or out of town for the day. Swallow-Robin bells jingle all day
long. Lights oiT, but ample lights secured to have a good Thanksgiving meeting in
Swallow-Robin basement.
Friday, 29. School again. Miss Wertz goes to Marion to have her tonsils
removed. Fritz Thomas very absent-minded all day.
Saturday, 30. Tim Williams arrives on the campus to visit old friends. Thalos
have good program. Fudge party at Crabtrees.'
DECEMBER
Sunday, 1. Ex-Governor Hanley speaks at the Upland M. E. Church in the
evening.
Monday, 2. Jane Campbell floats her version of an ideal man. Who had his les-
son? Answer: Mr. Climenhaga.
Tuesday, 3. Recital by Mrs. Ward Long, of Pittsburgh and Miss Natalie Kilgore
of Kendallville, assisted by Mr. Glen Keel.
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Wednesday, 4. S. A. T. C. receive a part of their long-looked-for equipment.
Brown can't find any shoes to fit.
Thursday, 5. Dr. Westlake and Prof. Holloway assist in a recital at Marion.
Corey Stephens has a birthday.
Friday, 6. Spring day in December. Party at Stephens' in the evening. Rev. and
Mrs. Chester Lewis arrive for a visit at their Alma Mater. Mr. Druschel drops in.
Saturday, 7. Christmas shoppers visit neighboring cities. Miss Berrctt and
Miss Horner hear from France again.
Sunday, 8. Rev. Chester Lewis conducts chapel services. Messrs. Keel, Thomas,
Roberts, Murphee and Elliott are classed as "steadies."
Monday, 9. At last the uniforms arrive. A regular jubilee follows. Now for
the Gem pictures!
Tuesday, 10. Rainy day! Dr. Barker of Chicago, speaks at chapel.
Wednesday, 11. Gem Picture Day! Everybody tries to look pretty. Another
addition to wardrobe of S. A. T. C. boys. This time it is overcoats.
Thursday, 12. Miss McGhie receives telegram to come home. Miss Floy Hurl-
but, returned missionary from China, gives chapel address. Another important senior
meeting.
Friday, 13. Mr. Glen Keel gives recital assisted by Miss Frances Ekis, pianiste,
and Mrs. Holloway, vocalist.
Saturday, 14. Why does Olive Emerson like to shop in Marion? And it was
raining, too.
Sunday, 15. What was the text?
Monday, 16. Examinations, topic of the day. Several resolve to begin their
study earlier next term.
Tuesday, 17. Cram! Cram! Cram! Those finals are surely telling on the
happiness of all concerned. Proofs of Gem pictures are inspected. Rev. and Mrs.
Roy Knight pay T. U. a visit.
Wednesday, 18. Exams in a few classes. Wigg captures a bird on the roof
of Swallow-Robin bird house.
Thursday, 19. More Exams! Psychologj' is over.
Friday, 20. Exams! Exams! Exams! The last paper is handed in and a weary
crowd board various trains for well earned vacations.
Saturday, 21. Those remaining on the campus rest The S. A. T. C. boys re-
,:eive their pay and start for home. Mr. Roberts and Miss Tressler entertain with
a taffy pull at the dining hall.
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L,ieut. Robert McCutchen graces the
Mr. Jeffers makes
Sunday, 22. Breakfast from 7 until 11.
campus with his presence.
Monday, 23. Things rather interesting for Blue Monday.
many rejoice with letters and packages.
Tuesday, 24. Rev. and Mrs. Lomanse entertain at Swallow-Robin. Christmas
Eve, the birdies grow homesick for their sunny homes. Old Santa doesn't forget the
orphans at T. U.
Wednesday, 25. Christmas Day! All students and faculty on the campus enjoy
"fishin"' party at the dining hall.
Thursday, 26. Gay party at the Stephens home.
Friday, 27. Parties the order of the day. Tt is at .Abbeys' this time.
Saturday, 28. Another "one" at Stephen's. Behold! Mr. Gilbertson arrives with
a wife.
Sunday, 29. A quiet Sabbath. Everybody needs the rest.
Monday, 30. Messrs. Zeller and Lee entertain with a party at the dining hall.
Dean Ayres receives a telegram that his son in California is seriously ill and leaves
immediately.
Tuesdaj^ 31. Watch night service at the M. E. Church. Also one at the Swallow-
Robin parlors.
JANUARY
Wednesday, 1. A general rustle of the new leaves being turned over.
Thursday, 2. Registration day again. Snap courses are a thing of the past, we
suppose.
Friday, 3. Conflicts are adjusted. Students continue to arrive. Prof. Peavy
acts as dean.




Lieut. McCutchen attends church—in the evening.
Whipped cream twice at the dining hall. A real live talking
machine is much in evidence at Swallow-Robin.
Tuesday, 7. Another important senior meeting. Excitement in chemical lab.
Recital by students of voice, piano and expression.
Wednesday, 8. Stag table presents Joy Stephenson with three whole pieces of
candy in appreciation of her untiring services as waitress. Mr. Climenhaga has
difficulty in deciding whether or not one could weep for Joy.
Thursday, 9. John Bugher and Robert McCutchen rush the tennis season and
have a fine game.
Friday, 10. History repeats itself—Gem meeting, dates and Rev. Schlarb calls
again—or yet.
Saturday, 11. Marion crowd swelled by T. U. students following the announce-
ment, "Those Gem cuts must be in." Skating party. Excellent Thalo program.
Sunday, 12. Large attendance at M. E. Church. Thomas' severe headache con-
fines him to the dorm. Question—which dorm?
Monday, 13. Senior table organized. Robert McCutchen promoted from Second
Lieutenant to K. P.
Tuesday, 14. Henry V and Macbeth arrive at the book store in the morning
and are joined by Othello in the evening.
Wednesday, IS. Seniors take a dignified walk to the crossroads south of the
campus to admire their new sign-board. Are also measured for caps and gowns.
Thursday, 16. Mr. Elliott called home. Cafeteria lunch at the dining hall.
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Friday, 17. Eventful day. Harvey Brown arrives home. Another psychology
test. Academy beats College in basket ball game.
Four and twenty dorm-birds
Out from their nests did fly
To serenade some Jay-birds
Who lived in dorms near by.
They all were singing sweetly
And having lots of fun
Until some great big booby
Got smart and shot a gun.
Saturday, 18. Fine day for strolling. Fond dreams of spring. Philos have "boss"
program of the year. Skating party. Prof. Draper has a fudge party in the laboratory.
Sunday, 19. Fine warm day. Increase in attendance at evening services.
Monday, 20. Snappy "Gem" Staff meeting. Echo, ditto.
Tuesday, 21. No heat. Harvey Brown leads chapel.
Wednesday, 22. Brownie really gets awake in lime for French class.
Thursday, 23. Mr. Dunlap shows symptoms of somnambulism by walking to the
river at 3 a. m.
Friday, 24. "Iry," enthusiastic over convention at Chicago and waxes eloquent
m his remarks at the table. Burke White becomes a fixture in the social realm.
Saturday, 25. The seniors go to Marion to have their phosphorescent physiogno-
mies depicted in photography. Mr. Harm arrives for a visit.
Sunday, 26. Beautiful day. More than $500 raised at the M. E. Church for the
Armenians.
Monday, 27. Whose turn to lead chapel?
Tuesday, 28. Imogene Lamanse loses her S. P.'s for two whole long weeks.
Wednesday, 29. Miss Grace Ellison, returned missionary from China, gives
chapel address.
Thursday, 30. Mr. Thomas has his biology lesson and recites thus: "When an
insect is destroyed it often heals up again."
Friday, 31. Dean Ayres comes home from California. McCutchen and Roberts
meet him at the train. They have classes under him.
FEBRUARY
Saturday, 1. Seniors have "pressing engagements." Every time Burke White
opens his mouth he puts his foot in it.
Sunday, 2. Groundhog day! Takes 45 minutes to walk to church on such nights.
Monday, 3. First gloomy day for a month. Miss Emerson waits anxiously for
the distribution of the mail. A few others do likewise.
Tuesday, 4. The seniors make their debut in caps and gowns. They celebrate
with an elegant four-course dinner in the evening.
Wednesday, 5. Herr Prust and Billy Lamanse have a fight and each thinks he
whipped. Miss Hall gets some mail this time. Brownie loses sleep over his French
test.
Thursday, 6. Brains for breakfast, but no wonderful manifestations in class.
Friday, 7. College beats Academy in basket ball game. Dr. Banks gives stereop-
ticon lecture, "A Thousand Miles Down the Tigris."
Saturday, 8. Peace Conference convenes. Skating party in the afternoon.
Several Marion shoppers.
Sunday, 9. A few slackers sleep all day.
Monday, 10. The Indignation Society holds its first meeting in Swallow-Robin
parlors. For particulars see Futrell, Hobbs and Seelig. Mr. Thomas shows biology
class how to skin a cat.
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Tuesday, 11. Rev. Butler leads chapel.
That chemistry class, Oh! Oh! Oh!
We'll see them all no more.
For what they thought was H2O
Was H=S04.
Wednesday, 12. Only S. A. T. C. boys remember that it's Lincoln's Birthday.
Freshman class party at Whites. Dean Ryres announces a faculty meeting at Swallow-
Robin in the evening in order to reinstate the rules of the school; and states further
that tomorrow the lightning will strike.
Thursday, 13. It strikes!!! A few are saved by lightning rods.
Friday, 14. Valentine Day! Qirls receive many bon-bons and flowers. College
loses to Academy in fast basketball game. Carnival at Upland H. S.
Saturday, 15. Seniors plan their wedding tours at the breakfast table. Even
Climenhaga is there.
Sunday, 16. Special E. L. service at M. E. Church.
Monday, 17. White highly delighted over a card from Indianapolis. The girls
arrive home from the convention in the afternoon and he is more delighted. Harley
Zellar takes a long beauty nap after lunch.
Tuesday, 18. Recital by Audrey Call, violiniste, assisted by Eva Zimmerman,
mezzo-soprano.
Wednesday, 19. Mr. Futrell produces a shrub on his upper lip. Mr. Roberts
is progressing nicely in solfeggio. We expect him to give a recital not later than
Commencement week.
Thursday, 20. Ethics class takes advantage of the ten-minute rule.
Friday, 21. So many go away that for once Swallow-Robin parlors are vacant.
Saturday, 22. Very rainy day!
Sunday, 23. Large attendance at Friends' Church. John Bugher very attentive.
Monday, 24. Classes reminded that tests are forthcoming. So is spring.
Tuesday, 25. Piano recital by Miss Georgia Kober of the Sherwood School of
Music Chicago.
Wednesday, 26. Dr. House, a great psychologist, who is giving a series of lec-
tures in Marion, visits us and gives a splendid chapel address.
Thursday, 27. Crowd of students go to Marion in autos to hear the lecture by
Dr. House on the Phychology of Love.
Friday, 28. Thou shalt not even whisper in the library. McCutchen busy in the
social world.
MARCH
March comes in like a lamb. Rev. and Mrs. Lamanse arrive to visit
Fine Sabbath day. Large attendance at S. S. Many walk in the







Tuesday, 4. Prof. Cobb succeeds in bringing Leland Powers to us for a wonderful
entertainment.
Wednesday, 5. Chapel at 7:30 a. m. Iceland Powers reads "The Taming of the
Shrew."
Thursday, 6. Dining hall dismayed by the arrival of cannibals. And they really
ate that dog!
Friday, 7. Society on Friday evening just for a change and excitement.
Saturday, 8. Biggest snow of the year. Snowball fight in the evening.
Sunday, 9. Dean Ayres leads chapel.
14C
Monday, 10. Snow goes oflt with a big rain. Blue, dreary, lessonless, inspiration-
less day!
Tuesday, 11. More rain! Climenhaga skeptically asks the Dean, "where do you
get all that information?"
Wednesday, 12. Petition for vacation between terms is circulated.
Thursday, 13. Westlake's faithful old "Lizzie" makes another trip to Marion.
Friday, 14. Webster takes up a collection for an ear trumpet to be presented to
Pauline Teed.
Saturday, 15. Lela and Tommy must go to Marion in spite of the rain.
Sunday, 16. Quiet as usual. Ask Brownie and Webster why they didn't go to
church.
Monday, 17. St. Patrick's Day party at the dining hall.
Tuesday, 18. Mr. Thomas arrives from Marion on the 5:38 and at 6:30 Miss Wertz
is showing her solitaire to her intimate friends.
Wednesday, 19. Social meeting at the M. E. Church. Basket supper is enjoyed.
Thursday, 20. Two-hour classes have exams. A suspecting dog escapes from the
biology lab.
Friday, 21. First real day of spring. Campus shows evidences. Initial appear-
ance of Philo orchestra.
Saturday, 22. General cramming for Monday's exams. Shakespeare and Philos-
ophy topics of much discussion.
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Sunday, 23. Missionary program down town. Mr. Saunders very ill.
Monday, 24.
A whole ream of paper;
A bottle full of ink;
More than a million questions
—
And gone the power to think.
Tuesday, 25. Mr. Thomas and Miss Wertz entertain a few of their friends with
a dinner party. The place cards bear the significant emblem of a diamond ring.
Wednesday, 26. Registration. The few who are able to be out move slowly
about the campus. Vacation begins. Miss Struble has dinner party.
Thursday, 21. Iry J. finishes his short story which was due January 8. Gem
staff works.
Friday, 28. All aboard for Marion!
Saturday, 29. House cleaning. Cress marshalls his Boy Scouts. Party in the
basement.
Sunday, 30. Those having new spring bonnets go to church.
Monday, 31. New term begins. Home stretch for the seniors.
APRIL
Tuesday, 1. Fooled again' Who? Profs or students?
Wednesday, 2. Everyone recovering nicely from the jokes and vacation esca-
pades.
Thursday, 3. Student pastors ofif to Conference. Taylor day at Conference.
Friday, 4. First society program of the term by Thalos.
Saturday, 5. Rev. Schlarb continues his post-graduate work at Swallow-Robin.
Sunday, 6. Conference Sunday! Rev. Barrett gone.
Monday, 7. French and Weed limbering up for Thalo-Philo series of baseball.
Tuesday, 8. Serious Faculty meeting. Vacation escapades discussed and penal-
ties suspended.
Wednesday, 9. Chop-suey dinner at dining hall. Lee proves a good chef.
Thursday, 10. Treber (Xenophon) marches twenty parasangs.
Friday, 11. Wohlschlagel chases the cows all over the south pasture. Dinner
bell late.
Saturday, 12. Mabuce and Schrader still build fence. Tennis courts are laid off.
Sunday, 13. Rev. Barrett returns. Church begins the new year on centenary
basis.
Monday, 14. Faculty at chapel on time?
Tuesday, 15. Prof. Westlake tries out his snake curve serve. Tennis sharks beware.
Wednesday, 16. Girls take long walk in substitution for P. T.
Thursday, 17. All married men excused from P. T. to spade in their gardens.
Friday, 18. Harvey Brown has gone to his new pastorate. Corey waits to grad-
uate.
Saturday. 19. S. P. couples hike to river. No one falls in—in what?
Sunday, 20. Easter Sunday. Eggs three rimes. Hats all day.
Monday, 21. Preceptress worries over the antics of the children.
Tuesday, 22. Frog day in the lab. Frog dinner at the dining hall.
Wednesday, 23. Artist recital by ladies' quartette from Chicago.
Thursday, 24. Special prayer meeting for the coming revival.
Friday, 25. Evangelist arrives to begin meetings.
Saturday, 26. Prof. Westlake says, "I go fishing." Ockey carries the bait.
Sunday, 27. Services at chapel well attended.
Monday, 28. Male quartette at chapel.
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Tuesday, 29. Prof. Peavy's botany classes go to the woods to study flowers.
Wednesday, 30. Landis has vacation from the heating plant. Much interest is
shown in the revival.
MAY
Thursday, 1. Flowers and May baskets!
Friday, 2. The hum of the lawn mower is mingled with the songs of the birds.
Saturday, 3. Baseball game between Philos and Thalos. Great excitement.
Sunday, 4. Revival services claim much interest. It has been a gracious ten days.
Monday, 5. Couples stroll around the geographical limits of the campus.
Tuesday, 6. Faculty play tennis after dinner.
Wednesday, .7 Recital by students. Excellent program.
Thursday, 8. Even the seniors have to study.
Friday, 9. Clean up day. Some folks look good in work clothes. Picnic in
evening.
Saturday, 10. Tennis and picnics. Miss Hall reeives another box of candy.
Sunday, 11. Mr. White goes walking with the NeiT sisters.
Monday, 12. Miss McCutchen tutors the logic class. Test tomorrow.
Tuesday, 13. Delicious spread on the third floor porch.
Wednesday, 14. Robert McCutchen and Lenna Neff celebrate their birthdays.
Thursday, 15. It is easy to see that man is made of dust. That explains most
of our dry times.
Friday, 16. Mrs. Park longs for the good old days of yore.
Saturday, 17. Chronicler takes a vacation.
Sunday, 18. Fine moonlight stroll to church.
Monday, 19. Rain! Rain! Rain! No tennis or walks today.
Tuesday, 20. Latest display of summer attire.
Wednesday, 21. No more P. T. for girls.
Thursday, 22. Men ditto. Gems arrive.
Friday, 23. Philo program. Special feature parliamentary drill.
Saturday, 24. Party goes to the river to gather violets.
Sunday, 25. Sold all the milk. Fresh biscuits for breakfast.
Monday, 26. Russell Fenstermacher gets another letter from Grace.
Tuesday, 21. Burke White and Laura Neff play a love game close to the net.
Wednesday, 28. Girls of astronomy class flirt with the man in the moon.
Thursday, 29. Seniors have a spread.
Friday, 30. Decoration day! Off to the Soldiers' Home at Marion.
Saturday, 31. The Faculty goes picnicking.
JUNE
Sunday, 1. Vesper service under the trees at 7 o'clock.
Monday, 2. Prof. Bos attends chapel. Glazier also.
Tuesday, 3. Mrs. Faulder has another special dinner.
Wednesday, 4. Commencement invitations are all sent.
Thursday, 5. Review for exams is due.
Friday, 6. Seniors have finished their work.
Saturday, 7. They celebrate with a picnic.
Sunday, 8. Just one more Sunday at T. U.
Monday, 9. Prof. Wray makes an excellent extemporaneousi speech.
Tuesday, 10. Seniors play tennis while the others grind away on review for finals.




They rise at two in the morning
And work till ten at night.
But in spite of all the cramming
Those grades will be a fright.
Unlucky day! The questions reviewed are not asked: but the die is
Saturday, 14. Books are packed away and forgotten and all enjoy a final picnic.
Sunday, 15. Baccalaureate sermon at the Methodist Church.
Monday, 16. Recitals afternoon and evening. Visitors begin to arrive.
Tuesday, 17. Alumni day. Trustees meet. Society contests.
Wednesday, 18. Commencement day.
Dear Taylor U. Dear Taylor U.
Out in the world we'll boost for you.
Always remembering, never forgetting







Born in 1891, son of a Hoosier schoolmaster, dweller in Hoosier land,
student of Hoosier schools, qualified with Hoosier talent, and banner-bearer
of Hoosier state's oratorical honors, the president of our senior class, is a
man of recognition, worthy, capable in letters, and a leader of men.
He attended high school at Manual Training high school, Indianapolis,
Ind. ; came to Taylor l^niversity in 1911, completed his academic course in
1913. He was then president of his class. He was a member of the first
Echo stafif and continued for three years.
In 1913 he, with Vere W. Abbey, won the Preston gold prize debate for
the Philo society, and through the four years of his college life has won
the Anti-Tobacco Oratorical contest, the Kerr, the Parr, the Local, State,
and the Interstate Prohibition. In 1917 he was the winning reader for the
Philo's and now holds the state presidency of the I. P. A., 18.
During his scholastic activities he has for six years been a student
pastor and a Christian asset to the college. He received his A. B. degree
and also a diploma in ''expression."
He is now attending the Theological Seminary of Boston University
and is the assistant pastor of the First M. E. Church of Boston. His many
friends feel sure that he will prove an honor to his state, college and church
wherever he goes.
MRS. ANNA SKOW OLIVER
Secretary of her class, was born some time in the nineties, in a log house
located in Ellsworth, Michigan. She is a graduate of C. H. L^ Academy,
Oskaloosa, Iowa, and after three years' sojourning with the class of '18 in
Taylor, obtained her A. B. degree.
After her marriage, early in the summer, she and her husband went to
Cape May, N. J., where they are having some very interesting experiences
teaching school.
HENRY C. SCHLARB
from the Buckeye state, held the vice-presidency of his senior class. He is
everything from a philosopher, teacher, debater, mathematician, to a
preacher. He has taught German, and assisted in the chemistry laboratory.
He was the star Philo debater in the Preston gold prize contest in 1916,
and winner of Inter-Club debate in 1915. His distinguished accomplishment
is his genial good nature. He has been a Taylorite since 1913.
At present he is pastor of Christy St. L^. B. Church, Marion, Ind. He
makes frequent visits to old T. U. (?)
RUTH H. GLASIER
The year eighteen ninety-four was the year, and Quincy, 111., her birth-
place. Here she attended common school and high school. She entered col-
lege at Baker University, Baldwin City, Kans., in 1912, and was graduated
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there. The following year brought to this young woman the responsibility
of teaching English in the Chas. W. Seymour high school, Payson, 111., and
this last year added to her name one more degree, that of Master of Arts.
Since leaving Taylor she has been teaching in the high school of Sylvan
Grove, Kansas. She finds her work a real pleasure.
MRS. ELLA SCHARER MICHEL
bought a train ticket from Toledo, Ohio, en route to Upland, Indiana, five
years ago. She had spent three years in the high school of her home city,
but completed her academic course in T. U. in 1915. Her work has covered
music, domestic science, and the general college curriculum.
She is no longer harassed by logic and long English lessons, but happy
in her new sphere of activity as a preacher's wife. Her first experience in
this capacity is being gained at South Milford, Ind.
WALTER OLIVER
is an eastern boy, from the State of New Jersey. He obtained his high
school diploma from Taylor in 1916 and in '18 was worthy of an A. B.
degree. He is a missionary enthusiast and was president of the Volunteer
Band during his senior year.
Shortly after commencement he took his bride back to his home in
New Jersey. They ha\'e not lost the vision of the great needs in Africa and
hope to sail for Africa as soon as accepted by the Mission Board.
MRS. MARIE GIBBS TRESLER
Born in the state of Ohio, four years before the Spanish-American war,
daughter of a school teacher, and possessor of an eager knowledge, "D.
Marie" pursued her education from the graded schools of Springfield, Ohio,
through the Academy of Antioch College, spending a short time at Witten-
berg and finally received her A. B. degree at Taylor. She was a Philo, and
a loyal Soangetahan.
Commencement Day was a memorable one for her, not only because
she received her A. B., but also because it was her wedding day. She is
teaching in Dudley, Pa., where Mr. Tresler has a charge.
THURMAN MOTT
of Sheridan, Indiana, graduated from the Kempton high school in 1911. He
was a student at Taylor from 1914 to 1918 when he received his A. B. degree.
He is a Thalo, a Eulogonian, and an athlete of known ability. The
Philos always "got busy" when he approached the baseball diamond. Mr.
Mott was also a good student and his capacity for preaching the gospel
of Christ is not to be forgotten.
Since his graduation he has been pastor of a Methodist Church at
Goshen, Ind., where he is proclaiming a pure gospel.
J. HARVEY BROWN
Harvey has long been a student at Taylor. He graduated from the
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T. U. Academy in 1914. In the fall of his senior year he sacrificed the great
ambition of his life, that of graduating from Taylor's college department,
to save his country on the high seas. Investigation proved, however, that
Harvey could graduate v^'ith the class of '18, so w^ith a great feeling of
pride this young "tar" was claimed as a member of the senior class.
After a year of service in the U. S. Navy he received an honorable dis-
charge. He entered the North Indiana Conference this year.
A. EVERETT CORTNER
Born in Randolph county, Indiana. Came to Taylor in September, 1912.
In 1914 was graduated from the Academy. Besides being engaged in school
work, he has had charge of churches in Indiana and Ohio. He is an ordained
minister in Eastern Indiana Conference and Christian Endeavor Secretary
of Eastern Indiana. In 1915 he received the scholarship and in '18 received
his A. B. degree. He is a Thalonian.
Rev. Cortner has a pastorate in Woodington, Ohio. He is still an en-
thusiastic and energetic preacher.
JOHN B. VICKERY
came to Taylor from Anderson, Indiana. Before coming to Taylor he spent
nearly one year at a private academy and also a short period at the Ohio
State University in the Department of Agriculture. In 1908 he entered the
academy at T. U. and graduated in 1913. He received his A. B. degree
with the class of 1918. He was a Philalethean and honored with every
ofifice of the Eulogonian Debating Club.
He has been employed in Detroit, Mich., since last summer. Mr.
Vickery contemplates entering the ministry within a short time.
JOSEPH P. BLADES
Mr. Blades claims Barbados Island, the "England" of the West Indies,
as his beloved home. Here he attended school just as the rest of us were
compelled to do. Growing up to young manhood he went to Central Amer-
ica and there worked for the government as blacksmith, and then as baker.
He visited his home once since his leave-taking. Obtaining money to
resume his training in school, he came to the United States and thence to
Taylor University. He, with Lee Tan Piew, both Eulogonians, wrested the
victory of an inter-club debate from the Eurekans in 1914. He is a philo,
and best of all a winner of souls among the students. His A. B. degree came
to him after nine years of study at Taylor University.
This year finds him in Drew Seminary. His heart yearns to tell the
gospel story to his own people.
ALUMNI
Mr. and Mrs .Roy Ellinghouse are located at Sinclairville, N. Y. They
enjoy the Christian ministry and expect to make it their life work.
Warner F. Patterson. '17, is teaching in the Freehold High School, New
Jersey.
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W. C. Birmingham is preaching in the Northwestern Nebraska Con-
ference.
Miss Beautrix Graves, '17, is a "school marm" at Underwood, N. D.
Miss Helen Smith, '17, is employed in her home town, Frankton, Ind.
Mr. and Mrs. P. B. Smith and baby are living at Anderson, Ind. P. B.
preaches at the East Park M. E. Church.
N. Everett Hanson, '17, is living on his ranch at Turtle Lake, N. D.
Clinton Bushey and his wife are attending the Cincinnati Bible School.
Miss Amy Spalding and Miss Emily Strong are at the Cincinnati Bible
School. Miss Spalding teaches English there.
Robert Williams, '17, is attending Boston l^niversity.
Miss Ruth Copley, '17, is happy in her work at Eingayen, Philippine
Islands.
Glen Asplin, '18, is with the A. E. F. in France.
Mr. Burton R. Opper and his wife, formerly Miss Hazel Newlon are
making good in Ceylon.
Ward W. Long is pastor of the First Presbyterian Church of Akron, O.
Miss Cora Fales recently sailed for India.
F. C. Phillips is preaching at Jamison, Nebr.
Otto Bloomster is teaching and preaching at Columbus, Pa.
Roy Knight is in the Evangelistic field.
Miss Alice Eskes is teaching school in Anderson, Ind.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Stewart are residing in Flint, Mich.
Chester Lewis and family sailed for India this year.
Miss Ruth Trotter is attending South Dakota Wesleyan University.
S. G. Rasmussen is preaching at Amelia, Nebr.
George Snider, '16, has a charge at Hoagland, Ind.
Vere Abbey is pastor of the M. E. Church at Colman, S. D.
Tan Piew Lee completes his medical course at Ann x\rbor this year.
Miss Ethel Mabuce, '16, is doing splendid missionary work in Pegu
Burma.
Alice McClellan is also a missionary in Burma.
O. B. Brubaker, '16, has enlisted in the Navv.
Forrest Goodrich is a student at Ohio Wesleyan.
Belen Bustamante is also attending Ohio Wesleyan.
The Misses Mabel and Edna Stafsburg are teaching school at Jud, N. D.
Elizabeth Atkins graduates from a Normal School in St. Paul, Minn.
Miss Ruth Atkins is a stenographer in St. Paul, Minn.
Miss Beulah Young is emplo)'ed in Detroit, Mich.
Miss Hattie Seavers is located at Whitehall, Mich.
Lawrence Porter is preaching in Brewer, Maine. He and his wife
are attending the University of Maine.
Llomer Henderson is enrolled in Boston L^niversity.
Miss Reka Topp is employed in Indianapolis, Ind.
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Kenneth Ayres is back in the U. S. after a long, active service in France.
Jay Harm, after receiving an honorable discharge from the Marines,
entered the South Dakota Wesleyan University.
Floyd Seelig is doing Y. M. C. A. work in France.
H. 'G. Robson is attending the I nivcrsity of Denver.
Edwin Bench is preaching at Polk, Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. Focht have a charge at Addison, Maine.
Miss Pearl Peters is studying music in Steubenville, Ohio.
Miss Elizabeth Chain is at her home in East Liverpool, O.
Edward Nietz is pastor of an M. E. Church at Upper Sandusky, O.
Miss Gertrude Bridgewater has come home on furlough from China.
Miss Grace Ellison is taking post-graduate work at Columbia Uni-
versity, i-
Miss Ethel Householder is expected home soon on furlough from China.
Guy Holmes is preaching at Meldon, 111.
Miss Jessie Williamson is attending Asbury.
Miss Nelle Smith is continuing her study of music in New York.
K. S. Hiraide is in Evangelist work in his native land, Japan.
Roy O. Brown is a professor at Oskaloosa, Iowa.
Miss Miriam Berrett is employed in an office at Homestead, Pa.
Miss Ethel Knisely is studying and teaching music in East Liverpool,
Ohio.
L. C. Osborn is proving to be a splendid missionary in Taningfu, North
China.
O. C. Brown is engaged in Y. M. C. A. work in Russia.
Miss Mildred Atkinson is teaching at Amboy, Ind.
Mont Oliver and his wife, formerly Miss Merle Stephens, are living
in the M. E. parsonage at Alexandria, Ind. They enjoy it immensely.
Miss Clarice Phillips is studying and teaching music in Steubenville, O.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Morris are doing a good work in the M. E. Church
of Williamsburg, Ind.
John Leamon is enrolled at Albion College, Mich.
William Williams, better known as "Tim" Williams, is attending Ames
Iowa State University since he M'as discharged from the Aviation Corps.
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Theobald are connected with the Actual Business
College of Akron, O.
Miss Maude Flanders is taking a Nurses' Training Course at the Robert
Long Hospital in Indianapolis, Ind.
Basil Osborne is expected home from France soon.
Mrs. Phoebe Busick Milby is learning how to cook for her southern
husband. She says it's fun.
Charles Jennings, after receiving his discharge from the Army, returned to
his home town. Ft. Wayne, Ind.









By their fruits ye shall know them. Forty One Mission-
aries in Eleven Years. That is the record of Taylor Uni-
versity.
One of these missionaries in one meeting in Nankin
China, in four weeks had over twelve hundred seekers at
the altar that prayed through to victory.
Taylor University is the Monument of Bishop William
Taylor, the second apostle Paul. The mantle of Bishop
Taylor has fallen on our students who are going to the
four corners of the Earth with the Gospel Message.
Taylor University stands against the paganizing influ-
ence that is cursing so many Colleges and stands for the
highest New Testament Life and Experience.
Stewards of the Lord should keep this in mind as they
give their money. Put it where it will carry on the Lord's
work and not propigate the paganizing influence of so
many Colleges.
In the past eleven years over four hundred persons have
been studying in Taylor University for the Gospel Min-
istry. Does not this convince you that there should be
here more buildings, more apparatus, more endowment
for this institution. Erect a memoriall building or endow
a chair in memry of a friend.
Keep a Catalog of Taylor University on your center table.
Address












That Have Been A Blessing
Dr. T. C. Reade, that sainted man, has left a wonderful
legacy to the world in the two booklets:
St. Barnabas The Good, and The Elder Brother.
You should order a copy of each at once and keep the
blessed books going and help to spread the Power of the
Holy Spirit.
Rates: St. Barnabas 10 cts. each, 4 for 25 cts. 20 for $1.00
Elder Brothere 15 cts. each, 2 for 25 cts. 12 for $1.00.
All post paid.









Have you read that Wonderful
book that has started so many re-
vivals, stimulated faith in so many
people, made intercessors to bless hu-
manity.
It is the Life of SAMUEL MOR-
RIS, that Prince from Africa, who
came to America to get the Holy
Spirit.
Circulate this book. It blesses ev-
ery one who reads it.
Send for a copy at once. Help us
circulate 50,000 this year. That
would mean a world revival.




Pianos, Player Pianos, Phonographs
Sheet Music Rolls Records
Wallace Music Co.
Grant County's Music Center
Everything Musical
Pathephone and Pathe Records
Expert Piano liming A If the Time Old Pianos Refnished
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The mission of the Ministerial work, is to draw mental man
nearer to God. The work of a Chiropractor is to allow God
full expression in the physical and mental man. From the
brain and spinal cord, which is merely a continuation of the
Brain, emit 31 pairs of nerves reaching to every part of the
body, as they branch from the spinal cord they emit through
foramen between the segments of the spine. Subluxate one of
these segments slightly and you have nerves impinged, there-
fore some part of the body is not receiving 100 per cent, of
vital force and your trouble begins, if this be exagerated you
have cord impingement, which causes paralysis from there
down. The vital force which runs the body, works through
the brain by way of nerves to every part. The brain is the
dynamo, the nerves the wires leading to all organs in the body,
if you are not feeling well, no matter what part of the body
is affected, you have a subluxation some where in the spine
that should be adjusted and that is my business.
"Chiropractor" Analysis free
SIMCOX <& SIMCOX
320-23 Marion Block Marion, Ind.
Mrs. Simcox gives special attention to women and children.
"Palmer Graduates."
Blumeflthars Quality Merchandise
The Kind that satisfies, whether a
small purchase or large, a tiny piece
of yard goods or an expeusive gar=
ment. Our guarantee of
"COMPLETE SATISFACTION"
PROTECTS YOU.
"Unchanged Quality means More to
You than Unchanged Price."
Blumenthal & Co.





















WE HAVE A FULL LINE OF
Staple and Fancy Groceries
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables when In Season.
OUR MOTTO is: "To Please You."
Hig-hest prices paid for produce. When in Hartford City, visit our
stores and get acquainted with us.
THE BLAKE GROCERY SCHUMACHER'S CASH GROCERY




Electrical Irons, Percolators, Fans, Vacuum
Cleaners, Toasters, Heaters, Floor Lamps,
Stand Lamps, Chandeliers and
Lighting Glassware.
206 SOUTH BRANSON STREET
MARION = = - INDIANA
BURRIS=SMITH STUDIOS
"THE WILORA"
SPECIALISTS IN PHOTO FINISHING
HARTPORD @ITY INSIUHA




GLASS BLOCK phone I482 MARION IND.
DO YOU WISH TO KNOW
About the activities of Upland and vicinity?
Where to buy to best advantage? Who is who
and what is what in this community—Including
Taylor University?
If so, subscribe for
THE COMMUNITY COURIER
W. E. YEATER, Editor
$1.50 Per. Year in Advance
UPLAND - = = INDIANA
KODAKS AND EXPERT FINISHING
CROWN'S DRUG STORE








UPLAND = = INDIANA
DEXHEIMER & BEITLER
"For High Class Photography."
Make our Studio your stopping place while in Marion
We appreciate your business.
Circuit work—out door groups,
Studio work of all kinds.
DEXHEIMER & BEITLER
Third and Adams
Phone 686 Marion, Ind.
NATURE DON'T DEAL IN DOPE
OSTEOPATHY
Is Doing Wonders in the way of Restoring
Health and Relieving the Suffering.
OSTEOPATHY is Nature's Way
Visit Us and Ask More About This.
DR, AMOS W. TINDALL
OFFICE PHONE 608
RESIDENCE PHONE 365
MASONIC TEMPLE HARTFORD CITY, IND.
Congratulations and
An Invitation
WE congratulate the Seniors on having
achieved the goal they have been work-
ing toward for years. We believe in
having a definite aim in life, for when you do not
aim at anything in particular you are not apt to
hit anything in particular.
Our aim has been to conduct a hardware
store that makes honesty and square dealing the
main plank in its platform, to carry a stock ade-
quate to the needs of our community, to give
prompt and pleasing service, and by careful effi-
cient methods to keep prices as low as is consist-
ent with the quality of the goods.
All you students and others at Taylor Uni-
versity are cordially invited to trade with us and
see how nearly we've reached OUR goal.
CARROLL HARDWARE
Phone 262
UPLAND = = = INDIANA
100% HEALTH 100%
If you are not feeling "fit" for
your work, there is a cause—
THE
OSTEOPATH
Finds and removes the causes
of your trouble and you get
well— naturally.
When Below 100%, See
Dr. S. E. Wright,








The Penny Store carries a full
line of
Notions, Dry fioods and
Queensware.





Dealer in High-Class Pianos, Players and Phonographs
Cash or Payments HARTFORD CITY, IND.
UPLAND
Your Money Back and a
New Pair of Shoes Free
To the Wearer Who Finds
PAPER in 4he Heels,Soles ^
^1
or Counters of a pair of
PETER$DiiiNONDBRilND$HOE$
SHOES WITH THE DIAMOND TRADE MARK ON THEIR SOLES
"ECONOMY" GAS CITY
Fine Shoes
IF YOU BUY YOUR
SHOES AT
"THE MODEL"
We will Give You
10% DISCOUNT
W. L. Douglas Dress Shoes
FOR MEN
AT






Webster says: "To repair is to make
as good as new."
That's what we do to your watch when
you leave it here to be repaired.
Your watch is thoroughly and ac-
curately adjusted by watch maker.';
who are experts, and you don't have
to pay any more, either, for this
"Whisler Watch Repair Service" than





Our Interest in your satis-
faction does not cease when
you hand us your money. If
it did we could not point
with a feeling of pride to our
family of steadfast custom-
ers who know from experi-
ence that




Ir is the satisfaction we have
always delivered to these
people that has made this
store the success that it is.
The same reasons are the
best of reasons why you
should







From a man who knows and who is
j»4^'m
known throughout Blackford and ad- IHI -^ ^F
joining Counties. [H ^ "^ _J
F. F. Dougherty
K^r.
General Agent ^v^ ^^^^^B
STATE LIFE INSURANCE CO. ^m _^/^^^^^M





Take the business manager's
word for it, because he was over
and seen.
North Side of Square










When Yon Come to Town and
Need Some Coal, Call At The
Upland Elevator
We Have Everything in the Line of
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COURTEOUS TREATMENT
Sporting Goods:
Shaker and Spalding Sweaters
Baseball Supplies, Tennis Goods
Rackets Restrung, Basket Balls, Basket Ball
Uniforms and Shoes, Track Suits. All made

















North Side Public Square
HARTFORD CITY, IND.
W. A. Mollis, M.D.
Office and Hospital
214 North High Street
Diseases and Surgery





1-5, 7-8 Tues. Thur. and Sat.
Great Opportunity
Whflt? To Spread the Gospel! How? By circulating the booklets: Samuel
Morris, St. Barnabas, The Elder Brother. These are the sainted Dr. Reade's
legacy to the world. Help bring the world into its inheritance. Write immediately
for terms to President M. Vayhinger, Ta.ylor University, Upland, Indiana.
Send 25 cents for Samples of each.
The Hoover Furniture Co.
Is ready now, as never before, to furnish your home complete.
FURNITURE, CARPETS, RUGS
STOVES AND RANGES
You owe it to yourself to give us a "look over," if you are in-
terested in new home furnishings.
HOOVER'S
The Leading Home Furnishers
CASH Hartford City CREDIT
Marions Greatest Shoe Store
Manufacturers Shoe Co.
BBTTBR SHOES FOR LESS













Framing^ and Kodak Finishing:
Our Aim is to Please
GREETINGS
To The Class of 1918-1919
May the present year be filled with joy and happi-
ness and may your every desire be realized. Con-
stant application, coupled with good judgment will
accomplish wonderful results. The Taylor Univer-
sity and her students have made a permanent place
in the hearts of the people and it is a pleasure to
encourage their every effort.
With best wishes from
"The Store Beautiful"
The Goldthait Store
Dependable Merchandise Marion, Indiana
IVIR. BUTLER extends his best wishes and thanks
to the Taylor University and
students for valued patronage we have enjoyed in the past.
HOUSE OF BUTLER





Eggs, Cream and Poultry
A Full Line of
Staple and Fancy Groceries, Fruits
and Vegetables
SOUTH MAIN ST. UPLAND, IND.
SCHRANTZ ELECTRIC CO.
Dynamo and Motor Repairing
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY INSTALLED—SUPPLIES
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RESPONSIBILITY
An engineer is RESPONSIBLE for the
safety of his crew and passengers. A
merchant is RESPONSIBLE for every
sale made and also the treatment accord-
ed his PATRONS.
We appreciate our every RESPONSIBIL-
ITY as MERCHANTS and we are con-
stantly striving to INCREASE OUR
VALUES and LOWER OUR PRICES.
Our motto is: SERVICE, FAIR-DEAL-





To The Faculty and Students of Taylor University
GREETING
You are invited to Inspect our Goods and Investigate
our Prices. We try to keep a Full Line of
Dry Goods
and Notions
"OUR AIM IS TO SATISFY'
REMEMBER
Anything from a Toothpick to a German Helmet
UPLAND, INDIANA
The above name should be BOWEN'6 instead of Bowmen's
Oh Brother!
LISTEN!
Trade with your Home
Merchants
Boost Your Home Industries
AND
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY











You Need Shoes, 1 Need
iVloney, Let's Swap.
BIG SYNDICATE SHOE SALE
Now Going On
We have placed on sale at cut prices
all odd stock and mixed lots of de-
pendable shoes and are making a big
cleaning up at prices that will make
everybody SIT STRAIGHT UP and
take notice.
GET BUSY
Act quickly and attend this big











2 1 1 North High Street
HARTFORD CITY, INDIANA
Have W. F. Jenkins
Tune Your Piano.
CAPITAL $25,000.00 SURPLUS $6,250.00
Upland State Bank
Upland, Indiana
WILL BE PLEASED TO HANDLE
ALL YOUR BANKING BUSINESS
H. T. CONNELLY, President E. L. BRAGG, Cashier
You present your Tailor's card when you present
your appearance. Be sure of his ability.
HUTCHENS TAILORING
COMPANY
"Tailors to Men who care."
Glass Bl'k. Marion, Ind.













Send us your Ko-
dak Work by
Mail.
When supplying- the needs of self or Home, you'll find advantages worthy of
attention in this Store's Merchandising Policy.
Quality Merchandise at Rigfht Prices
This we believe is the one Phase in our Broad Business Policy that is of
Most Importance to the buying public. Its a protection from a reliable
source, an assurance that the purchases you make at this Store will be the
Greatest Possible Dollar for Dollar Value.
While the selections in all lines of merchandise are always kept at the
highest state of completeness.
New Clothing, Shoes for all the Family, Ladies Ready-to-wear Garments,
Dry Goods for all needs—Furniture and Floor Coverings for the home.











Stock and Poultry Remedies
Spices and Extracts
These goods must please you or
money refunded.
Try our wonderful
King Kill=Em all Powder
for destroying Flies Chicken lice or











MAKE OUR STORE YOUR
"University Clothes Shop"
We Can Meet Your Every







Thereby Sidestepping III Health
Hartford City - . . Indiana
Office Phone 608 Residence Phone 365
Dr. Amos W. Tindall
Osteopath
Graduate of the Original School of Osteopathy at
KIRKSVILLE, MO.
Masonic Temple Hartford City, Indiana
CHRONIC DISEASES
A Specialty
Office Hours—8 to 12 :00 a. m. 1 to 5 and 7 to 8 : 30 p. m.
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